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The BC1 400: New Innovations in Safety and Productivity
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The improved Vermeer BC1 400 features a productivityenhancing patent-pending SmartFeed system and an easy-touse bottom feed stop bar for safety. The BC1 400 also boasts
an integrated throttle and clutch engagement mechanism that
simplifies day-to-day operation and helps increase clutch life.
It all adds up to another example of how the Vermeer
commitment to safety and performance is a commitment to you.

Vermeer

0

Call 1 -888-VERMEER or visit www.vormeer.com
52 on

iii liiyii
for llii,,liiivc Jilnio only and indy display optitnol
itosiries or sor psi oils Please contact
-your local Vermeer dealer for more information about machine specilicaiionsVermeor Manufacturing Company reserves
the tight to make changes in engineering, design and specifications; add improvements: or discontinue manufacturing at
any time without notice or obligation VERMEER and VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U S. and/or other countries.
C 2503 Virniecr Manitlactorinti Ciirnpariy All Hiijiits i0pstivitil
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Taking a High Flyer
Down a Peg or Two
/

A Few days agO. I was on a plane returning on a high from one of the
best arboriculture meetings I have ever attended. I had the pleasure of
.
.
.
being a speaker at the 15"' anniversary celebration of the birth of modern
arboriculture in Italy. Along with our industry guru. Dr. Alex Shigo. I
had the opportunity to be with such iiidustry leaders as Danielle Zanzi,
conference organizer; Pius Floris, and Glen Read. We spent the week with Clive Sorrell, Ken
Palmer. Tohe Sherrill, Jim Clark, Klaus Vollhrecht, Niels Hvass, Luis Moreno. Erik Brudi,
and Kevin Smith among others. Fourteen countries were represented. I had the chance to see
50111C of the best presentations and enjoyed absorbing the enthusiasm that was poLiring from
this meeting. You ' I I see iiiOie OI this i ii a later issue.
.
.
.
.
Back to my plane ride . . . As I left on this high, totally psyched about how I get to spend my
time with such great people - how lucky I am to work with members who want to see trees
cared for properly and safely - the guy sitting next to me decides that he may as well have a
chat to IJISS the eight hour ride home. We do the normal, "So what do you do for a living?"
I'm rattling happily away telling him about these great people that I get to work with telling
him what a fantastic service arhorists provide to our coiiiiiunities; relating how important
trees are in all of our lives; and recountinT what a ureat
conference I've just
b
. had the privilegeb
.
.
.
of being part of.
And do you KNOW what he had the AUDACITY to say to me? "It sounds pretty good to
say that you're president of a trade association until you get to the part about working with
.
.
.
.
.
.,
tree trimmers. That really lowers your professional dignity i n what you do.
First of all, let me assure you that my dignity in being employed to work Ofl your behalf is
not only in good shape. but I am very proud of having the opportunity to work with you for
the betterment of the tree care industry. I happen to genuinely like the people who work in the
tree care industry too. I certainly respect the work that you do.
Obviously, I spent ClUite a bit of time correcting his thinking and sharing a different point
of view with him. He later apologized if he had offended me in any way. (I guess he figured
It could he a really long eight hours!!) I did some thinking about what he said, though. I
at the poor reputation that some of the people in this industry reign down
continue to or
Oil companies that work so hard to do things the right way.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
It ' s why I firmly believe in TCIA working with members to establish best business practices for the industry to oiler a way to improve companies and to have a recognition system
in place for their accomplishments. I believe a program like this is going to go a lone way
.
.
toward improving the general public's view of this industry.
So I beg of you one more time to remember: It does matter what your equipment looks
like; what your employees look like; how you interact with the public; and how you present
You]- company within your community. You ARE worth it. Your service is worth it. YOUR
DIGNITY is worth it.
Mine is just fine by the way. I took the joker down a few thousand feet in altitude that day,
but I would appreciate some more help Ironi your end. Remember that bringing the compaflies into the choir - yes, the ones whose business and tree care practices you don't like helps all of us to fly higher together.
\
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The Evolution Continues...
With an exciting line-up of machines from the pioneer of modern brush chipping technology.
Backed by Morbark's exclusive two-year warranty and supported by a world-class network of
equipment dealers.
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Celebrating our 45 ,h year of uncompromising dedication to innovation and quality.
1-800-831-0042

•

989-866-2381

•

www.morbark.com
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Cover Photo

Tree-Safe Landscaping
Beneath the Boughs
By Jacqueline Gate/v

O

Outlook
BY Cynthia Mills, ('AL]

Fly higher as an industry.

Q

Branch Office
By l<eiiiiette Reed

Growing your business with improved
customer service.
New styles and new uses for handsaws

Council Corner
BY Darid Hacker

Any appraisal method selected /v von
must he defensible by you.

24

Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care
industry

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest
industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, mu nicipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit Tree Care Industry Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE
LINE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
STUMP CUTTERS
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Industry Almanac
Important regional and national meetings and
activities

Green Industry News
By

[)aeid G.

Marren

A new coalition of green industry organizations in

New York could serve as a nationwide model.
£,

30 Washington in Review

"k 1/

By Peter Gersieii/erger

TCIA alliance serves the interests of commercial
tree care companies.

ANSI News
The first public review draft of ANSI Part 6
Transplanting is ready for your comments.
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Landscape Maintenance
Br 5coii J(l/i1leS011

Partnering with landscape contractors is beneficial
to both companies and the trees.
-

CD

Insect Management
TCIA Reporter

By f?utl, Foster

Undertanding Lyme disease is the first step in

The latest news, safety and training products,
commentary and benefits of membership
with the Tree Care Industry Association

controlling it in the landscape.

QD The Environment
Br I)e,, Dale

Tree News Digest

ment using alternative fuels.
Run ning cleaner equippmellt

Is it worth the price?

The latest news, stories and information on
trees from around the world

Classified Advertising

From the Field

Help wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

By El/wt Shea
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A morning with an urban tree health
specialist
-
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THE POWER OFTHE 335XPT GOES WAY BEYOND
CUTTING STRENGTH. IT'S THE POWER OF HUSQVARNA'S
ARBORIST-FOCUSED ENGINEERING.
The 335XPT arborist saw by Husqvarna. Powerful, balanced, light and agile, it easily gets you in and out of those
high, tight spaces. It boasts an unbeatable power-to-weight ratio, snag-free shape, and our industry-exclusive
ArborGrip, a textured handle with thumb and throttle finger supports for greater control and maneuverability.
No one is more committed to the Arborist than Husqvarna.
We offer a full line of specially designed safety gear and are a proud
sponsor of the ArborMaster training programs, ISA and NAA.
To find the nearest Husqvarna Power Retailer, call 1-800-HUSKY-62
or visit our web site at www.husqvarna.com .
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ma PO0U1 LAWN A OAADIN
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860 419 5028

a Husqvarna
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For information about ArborMaster Training, call -860-429-5028.
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Matching Tool to Task
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a suhjecl with soinc tceth in I So many iiiakcs iiid
and saws. Now there
models. Blades that are straight or curved, rigid or folding . . . saws with
conventional or Japanese-style teeth ... decisions, decisions. With a iiumher
UI SUC1Or, cutting-edge products on the iiiarket, today's arhorist has many choices.
Matching tool to task is the first consideration. Quality
construction Should be at the top of the
list, too. Quality saws are a
better buy in the long run
because they will last
longer. Sharp arhorists compare saws
The Fanno No.16 has a pistol grip
handle that cuts on the pull stroke.
for features, including
simple things like
how it fits the hand, and
value.
"First, look for a folding saw or straight-handle saw you can put on a pole," recommends Larry Figas, president of the pruning division of Bahco Tools Inc., formerly
Sandvik Saws and Tools. "It depends on if you will he extending it, or just using it
standing on the ground or on a ladder. Then look at tooth pattern. You can see the
difference in tooth patterns. Saws have, in colloquial terms, a bigger tooth or finer
tooth. Visualize which are more aggressive saws or finer saws. You can generally
make so me dcterm in at ions by sight.''
But before the search begins, it's helpful to know something about how today's
saws evolved, which lends important clues regarding what to look for when choosing your hand saw.

Push cut, pull cut

H

9"

According to Donald F. Blair, author of ARBOR/ST EQUIPMENT: A Guide to the
Tools (111(1 Equipment of Tree Maintenance and Reinoi'al, traditional arhorist saws
fall into two main classes: push cut and pull cut.
"Early arhorist saws were heavily modified carpenter-type saws that had straight
blades and cut on the push stroke," relates Blair. "My father's custom-made Stockton Saw Works blades were shaped with extreme taper, to better enable him to fit
into a tight crotch. Arborist saws were further distinguished by changing the handle
from the distinctive carpenter saw shape to a smoother, more rounded form that better lent itself to use upside down, sideways and every which way a tree worker had to
11111 the saw to make a cu
Concerned by the number of upper leg cuts common among climbers, Blair says
Keith Davey specified the F inno No 8 in the early 1930s, establishing a 50-year
push saw tradition among Pacific Coast climbers.
'I'RFF (ARF INIMJSIk'i' - JUNF 2003

Iflaii says cuivcd "pccd saws' with 20to 24-Inch and longer blades that cut Oil
the pull stroke evolved from iiiuch smaller
pole saw blades, such as the Seymour
Smith No. 20, and p()ptI tar orchard SaWS
SLICII as the Fauiio No. 14.
"By the late 1920s, Bartlett Nianu lacturin ,, was listing their 26-inch Paragon No.
127 as well as a copy of the Faiiiìo No. 14,
called the California saw. Atkins intro(luced the Silver Flash line of saws about
this ti iie as well. t)isston, Seynìour-Sniith
and (roiìa a11 i ritn)duced speed saws.' '
he says.
I ilhillOS No. 20 series of saws (20. 22,
-) 4) were developed in the late 19 2 0s to the
early I 930s, hut it wasn't until alter World
.
W ar 11 that their I i• iie of. arhori st-cu
rved
began to see appreciable growth.
" This was after Karl K iie iii iiie ri i ng
\\i)rked with tlieni to develop the gulleted
K-24." Wall - notes.  0ut on the West
Coast, we'd kill ourselves pushing a No. 8
and view anyone who came to work with
a Short. adjustable lanyard, a su ic ide '
saddle and a K-24 as one of tlieni cI iinhers Iroiii hack east.' '['lie fact that'them
cI inibers' actLial ly expected to work in the
i•ain convinced us that they were all nuts.''
Robert Fanno, president of Faniio Saw
Works in Chico, Calif. and grandson ofthe
c011i [)y S loLl nder. recalls that the advent
of lightweight chain saws in the mid- I 960s
diminished reliance on (lie earl ie r. lar"e
tree saws,
"Chain saws made larger cuts ttster. The
deniand for large lice saws went down. So
from the 1960s forward, we had manual
saws, which were usually smaller handsaws that were lighter and quicker for clean
Up or detail. That was the beginning of the
small saw trend," says Fan no.
According to Blair, an interest i ng development
O L L titi . ( I
I

•

with chain saws. " For 45 ycars, we were
looking fr a chain saw that would replace
handsaws. Then the Japanese-style saws
canie out in 1986,
and the opposite occiirred . Handsaws have replaced the chain
saw," E3lair suggests. "Chain saws are hack
to (101 1111 larger cuts. over 2 inches ill di-

0

.,

•

The HS1 37 saws from Bartlett
Manufacturing come in two tooth
configurations.

ailieter% rather than using them for line
pruning. You can't do quality work with
List a chain saw. These new saws cut so
well that arhonists are begi inn tig to use
handsaws more than ever. The icsu It has been a safer and qti icier
workplace with higher quality
work as the net result.''

both patterns

Toot Ii des i gil i s an i ilipontant tac[or in cutting preference. Regardless of
I he Irtterii . tile gallcc of I he. size ofte
tooth, the ppi (points per itich), determines the fineness of the cutting edge.
Blair suggests that an eight-point saw Is
the best choice for delicate, close work uii
small shrubs and trees. Average saws.
which measure 5- 1/2 to 6 points. are for
medium-sued jobs. while 4- 1/2 point saws
are recoiiiiuended for
heavy liiiibs. Larger
teeth will cut faster,
but they leave a
rougher surface
and are virtually
useless
on
spiinylinihs less than 1/2
inch Ill diameter.
A variety of tooth patlerlis,
wh ichi have developed over
The Zubat from Silky
liii) e, in clii d e : ii cc die, die Saws comes in three
mend, m -ukei-, Tuttle and Eui,no.
lengths. All have a
moulded rubber handle.
The most recent introductions
10

41

0

the Aiiìeiieaii market have been [lie
Yaidvark and the Japanese three-faceted
tooth, also known as a tn-edge.
"AFOUI1d 1985, Oregon Saw Chain developed a handsaw line with a U Ii qile tooth
called the Yardvark that was easily sharpcued with a chain saw file," Blair recalls.
"Skodco-Hawera brought the
ARS line of saws from Japan in
1986. The tn -edge tooth has
three facets that cut so stnoothly
they leave a surlace that appears
to have been sanded!'File first
saws were straight, hut they cut
Oil the PLIII stroke, contusing the
user and breaking the blades left
and right."
Fanno notes that the Japanese
tooth design has been adopted
throughout the iiidiist ry .
roiia calls theirs the Razor 2: PRS. the
Turbo; Baniiell. the Figer Tooth. Iveryoiìe
is offering their own version, but basically
- without too niaiiy exceptions - they have
the same tooth and same type of construction . They are basically the
saiiie design." says
10

.
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I I
Bahco396-JT,a71/2in,
folding saw with "Jar
nese-style toothing" f
use on green wood.

Fan no. "That on g i nal tooth
started
in woodwork ng, the
cabinetmaking side of wood cutting. and
it got into landscaping. The first one offered was a straight blade, a small one.
However, we saw back then the benefit to
oiler it in the curved blade design. That
tooth design is probably still the most
popular It does give a very smooth cut.
The wound Closes faster I md I looks a lot
hetter."
Fanno points out the advantages and
drawbacks of both the conventional, or
I ',ti ropean, tooth and the Japanese tooth.
''The strength of the Japanese tooth is
smoothness of the cut. The downside is the
9

tooth loads up and hinds easier, especially
in softer wood," stresses Fanno. "The conventional tooth design is a sharp saw, very
rugged. very durable. The tooth is selfcleaning. Debris does not stick in the saw
as easily. The drawback on those is they
do not cut as smoothly as the Japanese style
tooth. One plus - it cuts better oil larger
cuts, especially in softer wood, or less
dense material."
According to Fanno, the conventional
tooth saw is usually less expensive and has
a longer useful life.
"The conventional tooth can be
resharpened, several times," he says. "The
Japanese models can only be sharpened a
very small number of times. With either
one, the user can sharpen the blades (hemselves. The trend is not to resharpen -,just
buy new ones. As a manufacturer, we can
resharpeii saws, but only it small percentage request it. It's more a convenience
issue. Some blades last a year, some only
weeks. It depends on the type of work a
person does. Detail and ornamental pruning require more Lisage." he says.
Tom Dunlap, owner of Canopy Tree
Care in Minneapolis, Minn., agrees that tnedge can he nesharpened on some saws, but
not by amateurs.
"This is a skill that takes training, a special eye and lots of practice," cautions
Dunlap. "Not all blades can he
resharpened. I tried my hand at a Fanno
blade and failed miserably. Some blades
are hardened by the manufacturer so this
makes it impractical to hand sharpen. I've
sent blades hack to Fanno for resharpening.
The factory did a good job and I got another use out of the blade before it went
into the recycling bin. The cost, including
shipping, made sense to me. The
resharpened blades didn't seem to last as
long as brand new blades hut, it was a good
value."
Blair says arhorists once took a lot of
pride in being able to sharpen their saws,
and measured their success by how thin
they could get the blade. Today, however,
lie suggests it may he impractical to
resharpen blades.
"Theoretically, it's possible to i'esharpen
them," admits Blair. "Some people buy
files, but by and large people don't send
them to he resharpened. They just buy a
Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card
10
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re p1 ace ne it Made w lie ii it wears Clown.
Twenty-five years ago, a Fanno hand saw
probably cost around $12, and it could he
sharpened for $3. These new saws are $20
to $30 and replacement blades are $15 to
$20. So they sell replacements. Today,
blades produce SO much gross volume for
$20 life, it's not worth resharpening."

Straight vs. curved
blades
Fanno emphasizes that straight blades
were designed for push cutting.
"They are similar in appearance to carpenter handsaws," lie notes. "Curved saws
were developed for the tree industry. As
the saws and tooth size go up, the capacity
goes up. It's important to match the length
of the blade with the size of the tooth. The
kind of saw you use depends on the job."
Fanno suggests that the curved blades
are more efficient when used underneath
the limb as opposed to over the limb.
"The power transfer is easier, ergonomically. When you are above pushing down,
the feeding nature has to be above the cut.
With the curved saw, you can be below the
cut. Sometimes preference has more to do
with use. A hot of saws in West Coast pruning are still straight." he says.
Thickness of blade is important to some
arhonists. The straight Fanno blade, for
example, is almost half the thickness of the
curved blade. It produces a finer cut, removes less wood and is a little faster. The
straight blade can get in places that cannot
always be handled with the curved saw. On
the other hand, it may bend or break because it's thinner. It depends on the kind
Of pruning job at hand. For crown cleaning or just removing dead limbs, you might
not need it. But someone who does a lot of
detail work may Favor it for getti tig ouit to
ends of limbs and branches.
For general use, Blair currently favors
a curved blade.
"My favorite saw has a Japanese tooth,
measures 13 inches, has a curved blade,
and a wooden handle with a D- shaped
grip. As a climber, I' iii less likely to drop
it, and the knuckles are protected from hits
by sharp sticks. I can cult upside down with
a good grip. It's also less likely to get le-
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94 FORD LT9000: CAT

3306, 305 hp, 8 spd +lo,
+lo/lo, 60,400 lb GVW, with
21 ton NATIONAL 800C
crane, 79 ft hook ht, 24 ft
steel flatbed. $59,500.

t

1

GVW with 14 ton TEREX
TC2863 crane, roofers pkg.
18 ft wood flatbed, 22K
miles. $59,500.
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87 CHEVY C/70: 8.2L Fuel
Pincher diesel, 170 hp, 5
spd + 2 spd rear, 30,000 lb
GVW, 8 ton JLG 800BT
crane, 65 ft hook ht, 16 ft
steel flatbed. $23,900.

92 PETERBILT 375: CAT 3176,
325 hp, 9 spd. 58,000 lb GVW,
25 ton MANITEX 2592 crane,
148 fit hook height, load moment
indicator, 20 ft wood flatbed,
61K mites. $74,500.

crane, 134 ft hook ht, 20 ft
wood flatbed. $64,500.
JL

nil
99 FORD 1800: (urn xiii, i:
215 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb GVW,
67 ft ALTEC AM900 bucket,
2 man end hung basket, joystick
controls, 48" thru.box, 16 ft steel
flatbed, 22K miles. $69,500.

—z—]

95 FORD LNT8000: 8.3L
Cummins, 275 hp, 8 spd
+Io, +Io/lo, 57,700 lb GVW,
17 ton NATIONAL 600C

ji

95GMCTOPKICK: 6Al 3Ilt,
215 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb GVW,
with 55 ft ALTEC LRlll bucket,
rear mount under frame chipper,
11 ft dump I chip box, lhru-box,
52K miles. $41,500.

T7

-

99 INT 4800 4X4: DT466E, 210
tip, Allison , l spd auto, 2 spd
transfer, all wheel drive, 34,220
lb GVW, with 55 ft ALTEC
AM855 bucket, 2 side-hung
baskets, dual joystick controls,
26K miles. $74,500.

96 FORD L.1 8000 - (,JInInHirr,
B 3L, 215 tip, 8 spd +lo, +lo/lo,
60,000 lb GVW, with 17 ton
NATIONAL 600C crane, 48 ft
hook hI. 18 It steel Sat / dump
with 12" removable sides
$39,500.

99 INT 4700: 1444[, 230
hp, 6 spd +lo, 33,000 lb

88 FORD F800: 7.8L diesel,
210 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd rear,
33,000 lb GVW with 8 ton
NATIONAL 446 crane, 56 ft
hook ht, 16 ft steel flatbed,
20K miles. $28,500.

5852
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98 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L, 230 hp, 6 spd, 33,000
lb GVW, with 14 ton TEREX
TC2863 crane, 73 ft hook
ht, 18 ft steel flatbed, 18K
miles. $49,500.

89 FORD SUPERDUTY:
7.5L gas engine, 4 spd
w/od, 14,500 lb GVW, with
10 ft split dump/chip box,
24" thru-box, 102" power
angle plow. $8,900.

98 FORD F800: 5.9L Cummins,
230 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb GVW,
with 15 ton PIONEER 1000

CRANE, 113 ft total hook ht,
360 area of full capacity
operation, 16 ft steel flatbed,
36K miles. $62,500.

658

I4

2000 FREIGHTLINER FL80:
3126 CAT, 250 hp, 8 spd 'ho,
+lo/lo 58,000 lb GVW, 28 ton
NATIONAL 1195 CRANE, 150 ft
total hook ht, radio remote, pinon steel platform, 20 ft wood
flatbed, 19K miles. $124,500.

98 FORD FT9000: Cummins
8.3L diesel, 225 tip, 8 speed + lo,
+lo/lo 52,000 lb GVW, with 18
ton MANITEX 1870 CRANE, 80
ft hook height, 20 It steel flatbed,
41K miles. $69,500.

5870

5775

89 FORD LNT9000: Gum mnnnnn,
[TAb, 240 hp, Allison 5 spd
auto, 56,000 lb GVW, with 11 ton
HIAB 260AW knuckteboom, 33
ft max side reach, 16 ft steel

93 INT 4900: OTA466, 230 hp, 6
spd +10, 32.900 lb GVW, 4 ton
PALFINGER PK8000A knuckleboom, 23'6" max side reach, 18
ft steel flatbed with 24" fold down
steel sides & rear gate. $29,500.

7

it

97 FORD LT8000: 8 IL
Cummins, 275 hp, 8 spd
+10 +10/10, 58,000 lb GVW,
with PIONEER 2000 crane.
124 ft total hook ht.
$79,500.

90 INT 4900: 1)341313, 185
hp, 5 spit 2 spd rear,

98 GMC T7500: 3116

33,000 lb GVW, with 3 ton

CAT, 6 spd, 61/2 ton

IMT 4825 knuckleboom,
251" max side reach, lift
steel flat/utility bed.
$22,500.

26ftside reach, 19 ft
steel flat. $39,500.

HIAB knuckleboom,

flatbed. $29,500.

5782

5874

0

*
93 INT 4600: 7 31 (tinsel.
155 lip, 5 spd, 21.500 lb

GVW, with 3% ton HIAB
550-3 KNUCKLEBOOM,
23ft max side reach, remote
ctrl, lift steel flat. $21,500.

99 FORD F800: Cumrnins
5.91- diesel, 215 hp, 6 spd,
33 000 lb GVW, with 55 ft
TECO V5A-551P-2TFE2
BUCKET, 2 man end hung
basket, 14 ft utility body,

98 GMC C/7500: 3126 CAT, 245
hp, 6 spd + to, 33.000 lb GVW. 6
ton PALFINGER PK14080
KNUCKLEBOOM, 218" max
side reach. 22 ft steel flatbed,
$39,500.

1LJO
CIYKe
ff—

inc

94 GMC TOPKICK: CAT 3116,
275 hp, Allison 6 spd auto,
47,220 lb GVW, with 65 ft LIFTALL LM65-2S bucket, 2 single
buckets, joystick, 18 ft steel
tlattxncl. $49,500.

25K miles. $44,500.

KNUCKLEBOOMS
HIAB, IMTCO,
NATIONAL, ETC...
MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED

866-250-82621

iff

3123 Bethlehem Pike Hothold, PA 19440

•

Phone 2157214444

•

Fax 215-721-4350

Please circle 37 on Reader Service ('aid

•

sales@opdykes.com

vered by brush out of the scabbard,"'

the cut. More importantly, the user's

her is either i iiserted or vii lean nied to

he says. "Curved works for my style

wrist isn't bent as much during use.

ABS plastic or steel. The manufacturer

of cutting. I pull it to me. The shape

Using a straight blade handsaw during

suggests that rubber handles are "corn-

of the saw helps put teeth into the

removals or when blocking down

fortable to hold, reduce vibration and

wood. It cuts with less effort."

wood is handy. The chain saw can be

offer superior grip when hands are
wet, cold and when wearing gloves."

In recent years, saws have been sold

used to make the back cut through

with leg scabbards. These newer scab-

most of the wood. Then the chain saw

With so many high quality saws

bards have not been addressed by

can be put aside and the hack cut fin-

available, today's arhorists needn't

industry safety standards. Employees

ished with the straight blade. The

ever have a dull moment.

should get permission from their em-

straight blade will cut the same amount

ployers before using leg scabbards.

of wood all of the way across the hinge

"When the standards were written, it

wood, not just the corners."

Various brands for

never occurred to them that someone

Dunlap notes that most arhorists use

would conic up with a saw strapped to

a 13-inch curved blade. However, for

the leg," notes Blair. "I won't do it. I'm

accessing small, tight branch unions

Tim Walsh, staff arhorist for the

not comfortable with it."

and for shrub pruning, some climbers

Tree Care Industry Association, says

prefer a straight blade.

handsaws sold by the better-known

Like Blair, fellow arborist Tom

different users

Folding pruning saws are also handy

manufacturers all have attractive fea-

"With the curve, more of the teeth

in the field. Some triangular saws col-

tures, so personal preference comes

are kept in contact through the arc of

lapse for carrying. Other folding saws

into play. And in the final analysis,

have a curved blade with teeth on the

choices are often influenced by the

underside attached to a short handle by

cost.

Dunlap also prefers a curved blade.

a bolt and wing nut. The bolt and nut

"A smaller company may be willing

lock the blade open for use and closed

to pay extra for a quality cult, but if

for carrying, like a pocketknife.

you're a big company and you need to

Most climbers like to have several

decent cut with a saw for a reasonable

able.

rate," says Walsh.

Fanno makes this comparison: "The
variety of blades is like a golfer and

K1 5s-13
125s-B

FANNO SAW WORKS
P.O. Box 628, Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762 fax (530) 895-0302

www.tannosaw.com

ported by Val Box, owner of Growtech
Inc., in Roselle, III., and available at

the person is in the tree, he can pick

most arhorist supply houses.
"Where we excel is that we finish

Handle shapes are really more of a

our blade," says Box. "Our blades have

matter of personal preference than

either a chemical-nickeled finish or

function. Some have curved handles,

they are hard chrome plated. Both fin-

enclosed handles or notches for fin-

ishes work like Teflon, but never wear

gers. Corona and Stihl saws, among

out. And they are also harder than

others, have curved hardwood handles

steel. The finish makes the saw slick,

for a solid grip.

so fewer deposits can adhere to it. The

Pruning saws have traditionally had

plating is the best selling factor for our

either a "D" handle or pistol grip

pole saw blades and 13-inch curved

handle. "D" handle saws can have a

arhorist blade. The plating is more ex-

straight or curved blade and are usu-

pensive, but it pays off in the long ruin.

ally double-sided with coarse teeth

Arhorists don't have to scrape off de-

(six teeth per inch) on one side and

posits and risk hurting themselves

cleaner cutting teeth on the other

doing it."

(eight teeth per inch). They are usu-

Box recommends the more pliable,

ally about 18 inches long. The pistol

chemical-nickeled blade for cold weather

handle saws are one-sided and can he

pruning. ARS' most popular model is the

fixed or folding and range from I

1 3-inch curved saw, and the second most

inches down to ID inches.

popular is the curved folding saw (GR- 17).

Almost all Silky saws have rubber

The ARS pruning saw in sheath is a two-

compound e lastomer handles. The ru Ii-

way tilt grip with Super Turhocut teeth.

I'lease circle 15 on Reader Service (aid
12

ARS brand saws from Japan are im-

his hag of clubs. Depending on where
the best one to meet his needs."

Fl H13s-B

buy 5,00() to 6,00() saws, you want a

types of saws and blades readily avail-
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The specially set teeth cut smoothly into
and holds it edge. Com'ona sells two curvedgi,een wood - straight, across or diagonally
blade folding saws - one with an 8-inch
to the grain. The lightweight, easy-to-carry
blade ($ 16.95) and the other is a 10- 1/2sheath has dual rollers at its mouth which
inch ($18.95) blade h'or sniall to miiediuni
firmly hold the saw even when turned upbranches. They have seven and six preciside down. A thumb operated lever sets the
sion-ground teeth, respectively, and blades
blade for two different angles so that the
fold Into the hardwood handle For safely.
saw can cut sharply into the trunk or
storage and easy tramisport. Corona's self'branches stretching high or low in any dic lea ii in g raker tooth model f'or large
rection.
bi'anches resists binding on green or woody
"Our new UV' version raker tooth for
limbs. The raker saw, which sells for
helter chi p removal, our Turhocut, is great
$39.95, Features a laminated hardwood DI'm- the thicker branches hut not a good
style handle, a 20-inch curved blade and
choice f r areas where t ices have a lot of
f'ou r prcc i si on-grou mid teeth per inch.
little twigs. It would get hung up. The even
Fanno Saw Works oI'h'ers 40 to 50 Lill'toothing. our CT series, or Superc Lit . is for
fel-elit saws, according to its owner.
people who have normal branches," Box
"We kind of specialize in handsaws."
advises.
says I-amino. '"l'hat' s why our position in
The Baheo professional pruning saw
the industry is such. My grandfather demakes last work of irtin ing Jobs. Features
ye loped tile I'll-St pole saw in liii it and ii u
inc I nile extremely sharp tooth design and
growing. We developed the first folding
hand Ic angle that reduces arm Fatigue.
saw hack in the 1930s. We try to respond
Rahco has three
to different needs.''
saw blades - two
The Farmno K-24
are Folding. in two
was specifically
"-, t40, i
different tooth patdesigned for tree
tei'ns. Another is a
service companies
'traiglit blade saw.
desini ng a saw with
The Fanno No. 1 folding saw has a 10.5They are roughly
deep gullets. This
inch cutting edge.
equal. The folding
provides the user
type is popular, since the tooth patleril is
with a faster self-cleaning saw in soft or
protected when covered. It's easier to carry
hi brous type woods. Com memc i al pru ic rs
around, and safer since the blade and tooth
often choose tile No. I Fan no Folding Saw,
are not exposed.
Which features it 10- 1/2 i rich cutting edge.
i3ahco' s 396-HP folding saw boasts haid
6 points per inch lance teeth and can he
point, coarse XT7 toothing for last cut and
earned ill the pocket. The Fanno Saws Nos.
durability. It's especially good For cutting
16 ( I 6.5-i mich cutti rig edge) and 17 (20III hard, dry wood. It features a two-coinHICII cutting edge) cut on the pull stroke.
poile nt plastic handle for a good grip and
The umlique pistol grip handles make these
a saFety lock when folded.
saws Favorites h'or close-quarter tree work.
President
Fehco, imported by PYGA R. Inc., has a
Bartlett Manufacturing
John Nelson suggests that curved saws
diverse hue oF pruning tools mncludimig
are here to stay and straight ones are ilsaws, shears, loppers and knives. 'I-he Felco
111051 obsolete.
60 I oh ding Mm m'ae Ic Saw has a pale ii ted
"Our pole saw is really catching on. It
blade design where the shape Of the blade
has the hi-cut tooth design, which is
is thiminer at the top and thickem' at the hotcheaper than the ti-edge and just as eFFectoil] whiei'e the teeth al - C. This f'eatum'e is
tive. Blades can be resharpened by the
designed to keep only the teeth in contact
arhorist," says Nelson.
With the material to be cut amid prevemits
Hart lett 's most popu lai' saw in ternis of
clogging and bumidimig. The 1"-6() is mneamit
sales is an Imported 13-inch curved .Japahon use Oil branches tiP to four m michies mu
nese saw with a wooden handle that ret a i Is
dma milet er. The overall hemigt Ii ofthe saw is
for $I 2.95.
14 inches, with a blade length of 6 inches.
Corona Clipper saws are constructed
The F-6() weighs 49 ounces,
oF a tempered steel alloy which resists rust
In addition to the F-60, Falco also of* -

f'ers the 1-61 Pruning Saw, which takes
advantage of the same tapered blade design, but is designed !'or use Oil limbs up
to 9 inches. Ham'd chm'orne plating pi -events
blade rust. The F-62 Turbocumt Saw comes
with a sheath with belt-loop and has a 9 1/2
inch blade which is taper groumld. The F61 and F-62 saws are not f'oldi mig. Blade
replacements are available for both. The

1iI1TAT1I II'

,

tAb i
POWERFUL
VERSATILE

1,i11

tULiiy IUI I tiLL III IUI iulilLiOli and
the name of your local dealer

800-340-4386
See our complete line of
Splitters and Processors at
www.tiiiiherwolfcorp.com

IiL'J'lsl
TYIYLIJPU.'
WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
ii iiIc -U) nii Rcidei Scrv ICC ('ard
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F-61 and F-62 weigh 8.2 ounces and 8.4
99 9

ounces respectively.
Silky saws, made in Japan by
(2)

IJM:KOGYO INC., cut on the

/

Pull stroke, for less energy
expended and more control

,,00000

he Stihi PS 70 has a 13-inch,
ugh-carbon tool steel blade with
nickel plating.

over the action of the saw.
Silky's conical setting-free

*

blades are made from SK4 high carbon steel and taper
Tom Dunlap, together with world cham-

ground to reduce resistance and ensure
smoother, easier, laster-cutting perfor-

pion tree climber Mark Chisholm, offer a

mance. Hard chronic plating produces an

climbers' online message board called

exceedingly hard, durable surface, making

Buzz Board. Tom notes many climbers are

the blades resistant to rust and the effects

starting to use the Silky hand saws.

of tree resin. They are mirror polished and

"The cut that the saws deliver is smooth

wipe clean easily. Silky 4-RETSUME

and they cut with less effort." Dunlop con-

(Ihuki) saws have teeth set in a way that

tends. "Since the saw comes with a

there appears to he four rows of teeth. Saws

scabbard, the blades are replaceable and

marked with the 4-RETSUME symbol are

the blade stays sharp for a long lime. Thus,

rough-cutting handsaws for heavier tasks.

the higher price is offset.

Silky taper saws marked with MIRAI-ME

Stihl oilers a variety of quality hand

symbol have precision ground, razor sharp

saws. Stihl's PS 30 Precision Pocket Saw

teeth with four cutting angles along the

folding blade is curved and measures 6-1i

length of the blade. Both saws cut on the

2 inches. The PS 40 Precision Pruning Saw

Pull stroke for faster, more efficient cut-

features a 7-inch fixed blade. The PS 60

ting and excellent free flowing discharge

Precision Pruning Saw has a 9 1/2-inch

of chips. They can rip-cut, cross-cut and

fixed blade with nickel-plated finish. Billed

slant-cut. Teeth of blades are impulse hard-

as the "do it all" tool, the PS 70 Precision

ened for sharpness and durability. Silky's

Arboriculture Saw is fitted with a 13-inch

Zubat series of saws is its best selling line

curved chemical nickel blade and hard-

in North America.

wood handle.

Th
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BARTI [TI MANUFACTURING CO
Detroit, Michigan USA

(800)331-7101 fax(313)873-5454 www.bartlettman.com

Please circle 6 on Reader Service Card
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The Felco 60's unique blade design helps
prevent clogging and binding.

For more information
Growtech, Inc. (ARS)
34 Congresss Circle West
Roselle, IL 60172-3911
1-800-204-4769
Bahco Pruning Tools Inc.
6500 Millcreek Ave
Mississauga, ON L5N 2W6
CANADA
1-800-387-8295
www.bahco.com
Bartlett Manufacturing Company
3003 East Grand Blvd
Detroit, Ml 48202
1-800-331-7101
www.bartlettman.com
Corona Clipper
22440 Temescal Canyon Rd
Corona, CA 92883
1-800-847-7863
www.coronaclipper.com
Fanno Saw Works
P0 Box 628
Chico, CA 95927-0628
(530) 895-1762
www.fannosaw.com

-

The new and improved Bartlett Pole Saw Blade features razor-sharp Bi-Cut teeth for quicker
and cleaner cuts than ever. Made of high quality saw steel, this blade is stiff and strong. It still
features three position holes and can be quickly adjusted without tools when mounted on our
strong, lightweight Bartlett head. This blade also fits most other standard pole saw beads.
Bartlett Pole Saw Heads accomodate Bartlett, Fanno, Snap-Cut blades. They fit most round,
rectangular and square fiberglass poles with no adapter needed.
Call us toll free - or visit our website to request a new catalog:

Since 1912

n9
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PYGAR, Inc. (Felco)
P0 Box 3147
Kirkland, WA 98083
(425) 488-3263
www.felcousa.com
Wall Industries (Silky saws)
900 Oregon St.
Kannapolis, NC 28083
800-316-5944
www.wallrope.com
Stihl Incorporated
P0 Box 2015
Virginia Beach, VA 23450-2015
800-457-8445
www.stihlusa.com
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BANDIT'S POPULAR 2680 AND 3680 BEAST RECYCLERS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE WITH AN OPTIONAL THROWER
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,/ Quickly and easily load chip vans or chip trucks
As compact as a whole tree chipper when working
from city streets or land clearing sites
Take the Beast back to the yard to convert chips into
high value mulch
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Charge others to dump their tree waste on your site
and convert it into high value fuel and mulch
THE BEST PART Bandit's Beasts will produce high
value end products including wood fuel and mulch
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BANDITINDUSTRIES, INC.
IIc7e circle 5 iii Rcitkr tr iee

WO#1 1703
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6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, Ml 49340
PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (989) 561-2270 • FAX: (989) 561-2273
E-Mail: sales@banditchippers.com • Website: www.banditchippers.com
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Branch Office
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Growing Your Business With
Improved Customer Service
By Keiinetie Reed

s your tree care company providing great customer service?
How would you know? Most company owners might answer.
"Well, I haven't had many complaints.
Customer service goes beyond just a suggestion box approach.
Companies that provide great service talk to their customers, one on
one, and find out if they are providing all the services that customers - and potential customers - require.
Companies that overlook this important barometer of customer
attitudes are not focused on the critical aspects of growing a business.

J

tomers expect? Simple: Ask them - before and after you perform the job.
Before you start your tree work, ask your customers what
they expect. After the job is complete, ask them if your service
has met their expectations.
Focus on what they asked YOU to (10 and what they needed.
Sometimes what they ui/uk they want is not necessarily what
they actually need. In such situations, explain your view of things
be/ore you start work.

Be proactive

Myths of customer service
To provide exceptional customer service, a company must go
above and beyond expectations. How do you know what your cus-

As a tree care company owner, how (10 you keep the customer yourself happy? Plan for the future and understand
expectations. Look for things that might become problematic

Customer Service the S&S Way
Steven Sylvester, president &
CEO of S & S Tree & Horticultural
Specialists, Inc., emphasizes customer service in all of their
operations.
For example, S&S was called in
to take care of the trees at Hidden
Shores, a 100-unit housing complex.
The trees had never been pruned,
other than tipping and some removal
of low-hanging branches by the lawn
care contractor.
"Tree budgets are tight now for
homeowners' associations," notes
Sylvester, "because their insurance
rates have shot up in recent years.
They don't have any money for pav ing or tree work. We are willing to
work with them to help them over
these difficulties."
In addition to completing the original work bid on the contract, S & S
returned to the site several times to
take care of special requests from individuals. "People who weren't there
when we were on site wanted specific
limbs removed," says Sylvester. "After the job was done originally, we had
16

a walk-through with the client to make
sure everything was done properly and
the client was happy. They were."
Then the call-backs started -- three
in all. Whichever crew was in the area
would go back to take care of the
limbs. On average, the calls took 15
minutes and produced a very satisfied
repeat customer.
"We aren't the cheapest company in
the area," he notes. "We're right in the
middle. We bid work based on what we
need to be profitable. When you pull
into a gas station, you can get full service or self-service. We offer full service
by catering to our customers."
The company, which has been in
business 27 years, has a very detailed customer service tracking
system. Every customer gets a thank
you note along with the bill and a survey card to rate the work. When those
cards come back with even the most
minor critique, that customer gets a
phone call asking what S&S can do
to make things right.
"First-time customers are blown
away that we respond at all," says
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

Sylvester.
S&S starts with a survey card when
they do the initial estimate. The customer is asked to rate the folks who
answered the phone, the estimator,
and the total experience. A second
card, sent with the invoice, asks the
customer to rate the work done and
how they heard about S&S.
"We make copies that we post out
in the crew room," relates Sylvester.
"The wall is plastered with positive
comments. We want the crews to see
that customers appreciate what they
have done. Our customer service
promise is 100 percent customer satisfaction, or we give them their money
back. The Web site, Angie's List, is a
national service where customers can
rate various companies and services.
Two years in a row we were No. 1 for all companies not just tree care in the Twin Cities. This is unprecedented for a service company. We
have received very good press from
this."
S&S has never had a customer
demand a refund.

I 01- c ustoilleis. C \Cii though 1.111S 11 iglit 1101.
be your responsibility.
Let's say for instance that you have a
commercial client who has a very large tree
on the front ol the properly. The roots have
grown to the p01111 where they are pushing
Up the pavement. This would not necessarily he an issue for you because you
probably aren't the person Who would replace tile pavement. Nevertheless, you see
that this is a potential issue: someone could
trill and injure himself. 13y pointing this out
while you are on tile job, you provide a ser vice that costs you nothing, yet exceeds
customer expectations. You may have also
Made them aware of a budget issue that
illc\ IICCd to C( nisider.
'

Keeping customers
It is cheaper to keep customers and SCIvice them than it is to find new ones
Landing new customers is very expensive.
You have to send people out Into tile field
without a guarantee that they will brill(' any
business hack.
FOCUS enough time and energy on the
customers you already have. They Iruisi
YOU and are doing business With youi. Uley
understand tile good (and the had!) aspects
of your service, and they are tile most likely
candidates to buy from you agai Il.
Raise your service level so Ill"ll that
everybody else has to run alter you to catch
Up. Then customers will remember that
your service is better thaii your
conipetitors, and they will call you the
next t i lie. I once Ileard the advice, "make
your service so great that a customer would
he a fool to go to anybody else."
H usi iiess owners don't real i/c just how
mucll an unhappy clistoiller can cost. An
unhappy customer call cost you ill more
ways that you call ever i Illagine. They can
make sure that everybody close to them
knows that they are unhappy. They can tell
many people that your company did not
provide 111Cm with the level of service they
expected. One 11Ii/ia/)/)V ('ILvIonicr could
ui/Iuen('e 1/le /)11\'lli,L,' (lC('iSiOIiS of 10 to 4 ()
oi/u'rs. If each one of those people represented a potential job worth $5110. that's
$5,00() to $20,00() in lost revenue from one
customer Who (Oil) l)lai ned 1(1 fri ends about
yotir service.
When you lose customers, you may lose
staff you can't keep busy. You'll have
higher u lie in ph y nient compensation costs.
When business picks up again. you have
to recruit new employees and you have to

train them, which all costs money. Be
thankful for tile customers you have.
When a customer complains, you become aware of a problem that you may not
have been aware of previously. This is an
opport u ill ty to correct a pro )b I em before it
adversely affects another customer.
Let's say a custonier Calls to complain
that a crew did ri't clean up properly. YOU
absolutely have to send that crew hack. Just
as i niportant I y, you need to determine if
this crew regularly fails to clean up properly. If so, they may have created lots of
unhappy customers - and cost you business - because many customers won't call

1-800-597-8283
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A CUT ABOVE
point cut pruners, pole pruners and
replacement poles, you can't beat
P-F technology,
Pruner blades are made of tough
forged alloy tool steel,
heat-treated for
exceptionally long life.
Both blades cut for easier operation
md to avoid unnecessary damage to bark
nd cambium
while promoting
quick healing.
Pruner poles
Live snug-fitting,
locking sleeves
that won't snag
leaves or branches.
P-F tools: a cut
above the rest.
fl 'I
-it ii"
Call 508-835-3766.

Pete Mainka

Entcrprises,lnc.

633 Cecilia Drive• Pewaukee,WI '53072
Phone: 262-691-4306
Over 34 years of Success
Specializing in !'re-Owned Equipment
licase cir c Ic 35 on Reader Sers tee Card
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if) PORTER FERGUSON
vision of LoweflCorpoiatiun
Please circle 39 on Reader Service Card
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You, but they will coiuplai ii to friends and
neighbors.
A customer complaint is an opportunity
to save a relationship. Most unhappy customers don't complain. they simply hire
someone else. All you know is that you
have not heard from them lately. When
they complain, you have the opportunity
to show how much you care.
When you do respond positively to cornplaints, a satisfied customer will tell people
about how easy it was to work with you.
You got a complaint: you addressed it in a
timely manner. You provided excellent
service and fulfilled the customer's expec tations. As a matter of Fact you went above
and beyond them.
So often companies do extra things and
don't mention theni to customers. If you
let them know, customers will he pleased.
Make sure you communicate - even if -extras" are part of your normal business
practices.
For repeat customers, especially commercial clients for whom you do a variety
of jobs, start a checklist of all the things
you do. At the end of the quarter, send the

list to the client detailing all the services
provided during that quarter. You will Find
that most customers really do not have a
Clue as to how much work your arhorists
do on a regular basis at their properties.
Make them aware of all the services they
get for their money. This way, they'll know
all the services that you provide when your
competition comes calling.

c u si )me r w i II tell C1101.11111 people about
your service that the increased business
will more than make up for the cost of the
gift. Make sure that you are always looking at customer relationships as win-win
situations. If they aren't, then you need to
evaluate to see which ones you want to
keep.

Measuring customer
satisfaction

Reward customers who
complain
Some company owners think that rewarding customers who complain is crazy.
Make sure YOU let your customers know
that you are grateful when they take the
time to complain.
When you let them know that you are
glad that they helped make you aware of a
service issue, and you thank them for helping, you have just taken an important step
in creating a very loyal customer. People
like praise.
I recommend you go a step further. Give
them a gift, perhaps $25 off their next ser vice as a thank you for their help. That

If you don't survey your customers at
least once a year (twice a year is preferable), then you are selling your company
and customers short. You Can't be fully
aware of customer satisfaction without
doing your research. It. just guessing, You're making it harder to create
win-win situations.
There are a number of low-cost ways to
do surveys. You can call with a list of questions to ask. You can assign a salesperson
to talk to customers directly. You can do
online surveys. You can include surveys
with your invoices.
Make sure you follow up on surveys.

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales, Inc.
RR 2 - Box 509 - Sugarloaf, PA 18249
Financing Available
$90 Down / No Payment for 90 Days
Flexible Delivery Terms !!

Now offering
Bucket Truck
Service and Repairs !!

ig
41

¶33 l'or(i Cal -go CF 8000. 8.2
Diesel, Automatic 54k mi. w/
Altec LRlll 57' \V.H. Rr mount
ov('r (i'n( er hin-ket

1991-96 GMC & Ford 1,1611
Foresiry Trucks, GO it. Wli
(is & Diesel low nities

Ford & (3vIC (he- or Diesel
Aerial Lilt of Conn.
ii )l('S( ry Bucket li - in-ks

GM( & lord. (,is or Disci.
Crane Trucks and
Ki iii (kill)) 101115

91 lo 95 GMC atid 101(1,
Gas & Diesel, Man-Cabs
and 14-Ft. Chip Trio-ks

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756
Please circle lb
18
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Why not give a call every once in a while
to remind customers to respond to your
surveys.
Get staff feedback from your people on
the front line to measure service quality.
Find out what customers are saying. If you
are not listening, then you are losing out
on valuable information that can help you
improve service.
"Mystery shoppers" are a great way for
You to find out how good your salespeople
are and how professionalyour crews are
in the field. Large companies may pay a
business that specializes in pretending to
he customers. Small companies might ask
friends. Give them a list of questions to
measure employee responses. I have talked
with company owners who complain that
they get it lot of calls but can't seem to
convert them into jobs. It could he that the
people fielding calls at your company need
more training or education.
Make up a list of questions for friends
to ask your salespeople. Make up a
checklist of services and ask your friends
to remember whether the salesperson
mentioned them. I spoke with one tree

company owner who told me he has three
people bidding jobs. One outperforms
the other two consistently. The other two
just meander along and he can't quite
figure out why. Most of the time, you
will find that the salespeople who bring
in less revenue are more comfortable
selling your lower-priced services or
don't know the product mix very well.
People sell what they know. If they are
riot trained well enough to know what
your high-profit margin items are, or if
they are not trained well enough to sell
them, then they are only going to sell
what they are comfortable with. That
may be a $30() service instead of $ 1,500
jobs.
To rate your crews at the job site, give
I he mystery shopper a list oft hi ngs to look
for to see if work is performed according
to company standards.

Viewing the customer
Make a determination as to whether or
not YOU want to build a roster of clients
based on relationships or a series of otle-

shot deals. This will help you determine
how to spend your time and money. Relationships require appointments, customer
service, newsletters and follow-up calls.
One shot deals require a good price and
more money spent on advertising.
If you want to build relationships, then
You have to he willing to take the time to
develop them. If riot, you will need to refocus your efforts on the type of customer
You do want. Every customer deserves to
have exceptional customer service and
every customer expects it.
The 1990s philosophy for customer service was "the customer is always right."
There have been thousands of hooks written on the subject. This philosophy is
wrong. The customer is kinrn
.

Keniiette I?ced is a ('ustolner service spe('o!iSIl/i(lIit (111(1 tIle (Jut/Jar of
"Everviiiiiit' You Need to Know About Cu.s'bluer .Sert'ue, You Learned Iero,n Your
Mother. " ibis article WOS adaj)ted/ro,n a
presentation at 117 EX/'() 2002. Th order
an audio tape 0/ tile entire session, go to
otto'. soulu/re( 'orthn lv's. Org.
('1(1/is!,
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Pruners 8 Saws
Page 152

Surly fyrwaarr
Pipe 520

Diameter Tapes
Page 17

Tree Protectors
Pay,re 121

OuickG,ass
Palle 136

Anchors
Pseje 128

Chainsaw
Page 153
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www.forestry-suppliers.com

1-800-360-7788

When your jot) is the outdoors, your work is
only as good as the tools you use. That's why
Forestry Suppliers, Inc., features more than 9,000
top-quality products geared especially to outdoor
professionals from agriculture to zoology—and
just about all points in-between. Every product

r

Mathurg Paint

It you need it out there, it's in here.
Ibrestry Suppliers. Inc.

.r
lop
u

lopp-

we sell comes with the best technical support
and customer service in the business, arid cacti is
backed by a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee!
Check us out for yourself. Give us a call or log
on to tvunrsforestry-supplien,eoiu to get your own
free copy of our latest 65() + page catalog loday!

0)3 Forestry Suppliers, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Defensible Appraisal
Bs' David Hiuker

capacity as a consultant, I
have employed the Trunk Formula
Method (TFM) only in rare cases
during the past several years. It is my jillpression, however, based on questions I
receive and the reports that cross my
desk, that many other appraisers - particularly consultants who are relatively
new to appraisal - use TFM exclusively
and feel TFM is wily the Guidef'r Plant
Appraisal was written. In this article I
would like to caution appraisers to think
through the possible challenges that may
develop regarding any appraisal.
If you are to he successful defending
an appraisal, you will need to be prepared to answer, hopefully in simple
terms, questions that arise regarding how
and why you employed the method and
its protocols. The vast majority of questions directed at Council of Tree &
Landscape Appraisers (CTLA) c011illill-

J

Ii lily

lee members regard TFM, and many of
these questions are being asked by folks
who have years of experience in the appraisal process. The volume of questions
received regarding TFM suggests to me
that many appraisers are not fully prepared to explain TFM if challenged. It
has been my unfortunate experience that
many of these questions can and will
appear at the most uncomfortable times,
like wilell you're sitting ill the witness
box. Defending the reasoning you employed ill using the retail cost and a 90
percent condition factor, when the opposing expert used the wholesale cost
and a 75 percent condition factor, can
quickly become lengthy and challenging.
Even if you're perfectly capable of explaining all of the intricacies of TFM, the
judge will probably fall asleep.
While TFM may he the only method
applicable in certain circumstances,

RAPCO
a
CARBIDE
CHAIN...) Diamond

r

WITH RAPCO
WORLD'S FINEST'
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
INDUSTRIES INC.
20 to 25 CORDS
6000 N E 88th ST., SUITE 0-104
We Accept: Visa Mastercard & American Express
VANCOUVER, WA 98665
WITHOUT
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 360-573-0046
RE-SHARPENING'
www.rapcoindustries.com
e-mail: Ron@rapcoindustries.com

RAPCO

Please circle 40 on Reader Service ('aid
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please consider it as only one tool in your
toolbox. My most used method of appraisal? Easy - cost of cure! With a little
creative but reasonable thinking, the
concept of developing a value by restoring the approximate level of benefit
enjoyed by a property owner prior to an
event can be simple and defensible. I
oiler a total value to:
Cleanup and repair an affected site;
Restore (within reason) to the approximate level of benefit previously
enjoyed by the owner. (This is the creative part. Trust me. it (all be done in
many cases);
Offer a cost to provide after care. I
have a simple and defensible appraisal.
The process is easily explained to a layperson and the values are hard numbers
offered by local contractors to supply
material and perform services.
Any appraisal method selected hs' you
must be defensible bs von. The most
defensible appraisals will he those that
are as simple as possible, reasonable in
scope, and are based on methods you
fully understand and are coin fortable
employing. I have developed numerous
cost of cure estimates for clients, and on
completion, I have always been confident of my ability to defend those
appraisals thoroughly. Is cost of cure always applicable and defensible? No, but
we're trying to have the perfect appraisal
method ready for edition 13 of the
(]lIid('!

David I-lurker is TCIA Representative
to the CTL4.
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Carlton
has a
machine
for every
need.
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dealer near
you or reach
us on the
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www.stumpcutters.com
800-243-9335

Carlton

I

PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

1A X

121 John Dodd Road, Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864)578-9335
Fax (864)578-0210
Please circle 10 on Reader Service Card

Cutting Edge
NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Pointer

J/

One application of Pointer Insecticide using the Wedgle
Direct-Inject Tree Treatment Sys- tern provides season-long
control of numerous tree pests,
including adelgids, borers,
beetles, aphids, lacebugs and
-more. This efficient system
places chemicals directly into the
tree's
active layer, so control can
là
I'
begin in as little as five days. With
no drilling, the Wedgle treats
trees in the most non-invasive, tree-friendly way possible, and
you can treat almost any tree in five minutes or less. Pointer
Insecticide contains the same active ingredient as Merit, but is
packaged by ArborSystems for use with its system. For details
visit: www.ArborSystems.com or call 1-800-698-4641.
Please circle 190 on Reader Service Card
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Cabling
With Endz

/

of
Tri-Star
Gage
Bloomfield, Conn. introduces a new way to secure
weak branches and stem
unions called "Endz." Designed to eliminate broken
preform splices without the cost
associated with purchasing different types and sizes of eyebolts, Endz uses the same basic
idea as field repair kits for skidder cables to replace traditional cable splices and preforms. A specially designed steel
barrel and end cap provides a no-slip wedge to terminate
cables and guy wires. The wedge effect puts the load on the
barrel and end cap, not the set screws. For use with standard seven-strand EHS cable, Endz eliminates the need for
preform splices. Installation requires only a Havens grip,
ratchet strap for tensioning, and an Allen wrench. For more
information, contact James Drude at (860) 243-3413 or
www.tni-stargage.com .

'Please circle 191 on Reader Service Card
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Model 12 Blizzard
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Morbark introduces a new addition to its family of brush chippers, the heavy-duty Model 12 Blizzard. At 5,720 pounds with
horsepower ranges from 50-116, it is rugged and powerful. The
Blizzard is a 12-inch capacity drum-style chipper. Standard
equipment includes a large diameter single top feed wheel, an
adjustable discharge deflector, 360-degree manual crank swivel
discharge chute, air impeller, hydraulic feed wheel lift, folding
infeed tray, telescoping tongue and a live engine-driven hydraulic system. The hydraulic motor powers a chain and
sprocket-driven feed roller. A dual hydra-lift system uses live
hydraulics to lift the feed wheel for quick maintenance and inspections without engaging the chipper drum. Options include
an automatic feed system, hydraulic swivel discharge, rubber
infeed curtain, tongue jack with castor, variable speed flow control, clear coat on paint, radiator brush guard, and a safety stop
on the infeed. For more information, contact Morbark at (800)
233-6065 or visit them online at www.morbark.com .

Fecon's Severe-Duty Bull Hog 250H attachment was developed for rubber tire and track machines used in land clearing,
site prep, fuel and slash reduction, forest and pasture restoration and processing municipal brush waste. Weighing 7,200
pounds and rated for 180-500 HP with a working width of 88
inches, the BH250 can process trees in excess of 15 inches
in diameter creating endless opportunities by reducing brush
and wood quickly, safely and at the lowest possible cost. For
more information on the BH250H and other Fecon products,
contact Fecon, Inc., 10350 Evendale Drive, Cincinnati, OH
45241. Phone: 1-800-528-3113; E-mail: sales@fecon.com;
Web: www.fecon.com .

Please circle 192 on Reader Service Card
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Severe-Duty

Send Cutting Edge News to:
TCI Magazine, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester NH 03103. Or e-mail: Garvin@treecareindustry.org
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New RedMax Saw
RedMax has introduced a powerful new
chain saw, the G5000, powered by a durable 49.3 cc engine. It is offered with a
16 inch, 18 inch or 20 inch bar for serious, heavy-duty cutting. To increase the
saw's reliability, the G5000 is equipped
with RedMax's, patented, dust-free intake
and the company's closed transfer port.
The crankcase is made of strong, lightweight magnesium, and spark is
delivered through a CDI ignition. The
chain tensioner for this 11-pound saw is
on the side for easy adjustment. For information, contact RedMax, a division of
Komatsu Zenoah America Inc., 4344
Shackleford Road, Suite 500, Norcross,
GA 30093. Phone: 1-800-291-8251; Fax:
678-380-6886; Web: www.redmax.com .

Trees? Jft
Start at tie bottom.
I

Iie.isc circle 194 on kcadci Sorv ice ( at, I

na
Bites. Nicks. Cuts. Deer. Rodents. That's why NSW offers
Tree Bark Protectors - tough, rigid plastic mesh tubes that protect
tree bark from feeding animals, lawn care equipment, and other
assailants. NSW Tree Bark Protectors allow sunshine, water, and

11

chemicals to reach the trunk without the hassle and expense of
replacing plastic sheet wraps. The expandable mesh design is easy to
install, won't harbor insects, trap moisture, or inhibit growth. Call us
or visit www.nswplastics.com for details.

MS 191T & MS 2001
Stihl's IVIS 191T and IVIS 200T chain saws
include the "lifetime" warranted electronic ignition system, lightweight,
engine. The MS 191T has an 11 percent
increase in power over its predecessor,
the 019T. With 1.9 bhp and at a mere 8.8
pounds, it offers users an exceptional
power-to-weight ratio and excellent balance. The MS 2001 is the company's
lightest gasoline power chain saw. At 7.9
pounds, the MS 200T is 24 percent lighter
than its predecessor, the 020S, and has
a much narrower profile. For more information or for the name of the closest
STIHL retailer, call toll free 1-800- GO
STIHL (1-800-467-8445) or visit their Web
site at www.stihlusa.com .
Please circle 195 on Reader
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Cutting Edge
NEWS & INFORMATION

Bayer ES Announces
Reorganization

Business N/lanager. Insecticides: Marc
McNulty manages fipronil and curative
insecticide products (Dylox, Sevin, Tempo
and DeltaGard), and acts as the marketing
team lead for lawn care programs, projects
Bayer Environmental Science recently
and services.
announced a reortian ization within the
Business Manager, Flerhicides/PGRs:
Chipco Professional Products marketing
George Raymond — manages all herbicide
group. The changes include several new
and plant growth regulapositions, as well as adtor products, as well as all
justments within the I
industrial veCct ttioii
structure of previous pomanagement (IV M) and
sitions. The new slate ol
biotechnology programs,
managers now includes:
projects and services.
Director of Marketing:
Business Manager.
Jim Fetter – leads strateFungicides: Eric Kalasz
gic and marketing
manages all fungicide
planning for all products
products, and acts as the
and services related to
marketing team lead for
the turf and ornamental
all golf course programs,
industries.
Jim Fetter, Director of Marketing

Reach Great New Heights
with Weaver Arhorist Supplies
'

RedMax Promotes
McCaIIon

t;r
lo_41
1,.#r

rr

Now Utility
Stroll Design
Gives Weaver
Positioning
Saddles More(Versatility!

Phill McCalIon
"

Leg Style

#14 Curved
Saw Scabbard

08-02016

Call for a FREE catalog and a dealer near you'
Toll Free in the U.S. & Canada

Call: 15009328371
Fax: 1800 6932831
Local & International

-V

Call: 330-674-1182- Fax: 330-674-0330
www.weaverieather.com/arbor
7540 CR 201
PO Box 68
Mt. Hope, OH
44660-0068 USA

iflc:tc circle 53 on Reader Service ('a'd
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and services.
Business Mana(ler, CNIs: Mike Ruitzo
— manages all Merit and chioron icot i ny I
insecticide I)roducts, programs and services, as well as competitive strategies
across all product lines.
Program Manager: Bryan Gooch –manages all turf and ornamental rewards
programs, including Accoladesand Greenback end user programs, as well as
distributor, formulator and agent partner
programs.
For more information, call 800-3312867. Or visit them online at
www. I3ayerProCenlral .com .
pIOLILIL15
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Komatsu Zenoah America, Inc. has l)rmoted Phi II McCal Ion to Red Max
Distrihuiting Field Sales Manager. He will
he responsible for sales to dealers in Kentucky, Tennesee, Alabama and Georgia.
McCalIon joined RedMax Distributing,
one of RedMax's direct distribution units.
Ili 2001 as territory manager for Western
Tennessee and Northern Alabama. He
brought to RedMax extensive equipment
sales experience, including 12 years with
Rasche Cycle Co.. a RedMax distributor
in Paducah, Kentucky. McCaIlon holds a
masters degree in Agricultural business
from Murray State University.
RedMax, Komatsu Zenoah America,
Inc. is headquartered at 4344 Shackleford
Road, Norcrosse, GA 30093. They can he
reached at 800-291-8251, fax: 678-380TO
6886, Web: www.redmax.com .
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1995 To 1999 International Chip Trucks

1995 Ford F700 Forestry Truck

1997 To 1998 GMC 16500 Forestry Trucks

International Turbo Diesel, Auto Or Manual Trans. Under
Or Over CDL, New Royal Extreme Duty Forestry Bodies
With Removable Lids. Unbeatable Prices & Selection!

Turbo Diesel, Automatic Trans. NO CDL Needed!
New Royal Body & Hoist, Removable Lids, Low Miles
Excellent Condition. Only.. $24,900. 00!

Cat Turbo Diesel, Allison Auto, NO CDL!, New Royal
Multi Purpose Bodies With Removable Lids, 18 Ion
Hoist, Realty Clean Trucks. From ...... $29,500.00!

11IEn
nap

1990 Ford F450 Super Duty

1996 FL70 Chip Trucks

International Dsl. 5 Speed Chip Box
W/ Toolboxes Only ..$8,900.00!

Cummins Dsl, Automatic, NO CDL. New
Royal Tough Body-NICE' Only..$25,900 1

low

1991 Ford F700 Forestry Truck
Ford Turbo Dsl, Auto, NO CDL, New 14'
Forestry BodyWith Removable Lids.

LLaL

1'

Clean Late Model Dumps With New Bodies
Huge Selection Of All Makes & Models. Under
Or Over CDL, Automatic Or Manual. New Royal
Bodies W/ Remov. Lids. Great Value & Selection!

--

ff

1991 To 1992 LN7000 K.Booms
Ford Turbo Dsl. Auto, IMT Crane. Will
Install Body Of Your Choice.

IAr
rbr

1994 Ford CF7000 Cabover Chip Trucks

1990 Intl 4900 Multi Purpose Dump

1997 International 4900 Chip Truck

Cummins Turbo Diesel, Auto, Under Or Over
CDL Available, New 14' Royal Body With
Removable Lids. GREAT Pricina!

Rebuilt DT466 With NO Miles 5 Speed, NO CDL,
New Royal 14 Body With Removable Lids,
Wheelbarrow Rack. Only ... . $19,900.00!

DT466 Dsl, 6 Speed, New Royal HUGE Capacity
16' Body With Removable Lids,18 Ton Hoist.
Ready To Work. Many Others Available!
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More almanac online!
www.treecareindustry.org —> news —> industry calendar

Events & Seminars
June 6-7, 2003

July 23-25, 2003

August 27, 2003

All About Trees Annual Conference
Arizona Community Tree Council, Inc.
Prescott Resort & Casino
Prescott, AZ
Contact: (480) 899-9831, (602) 909-9190

Turig rass Producers International
Summer Convention and Field Days
Dayton, OH
Contact: www.TurfGrassSod.org

Tree Care Workshop
Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405) 744-7361 or
mas@okstate.edu

July 29-31, 2003
June 21-24, 2003
ISA Florida Chapter Annual Meeting
Wyndham Resort
Orlando, FL
Contact: (352) 332-6986

Penn Allied Nursery Trade Show (PANTS)
Fort Washington Expo Center,
Fort Washington, PA
Contact: Sally O'Shea, (610) 544-5775 or
www.pina.com

June 27, 2003

August 3-6, 2003

Southern Ohio ISA Summer Meeting
Hamilton County Park District
Sharon Woods, Sharon Centre
Cincinnati, OH
Contact: Alan Klonowski, (216) 544-4737

2003 ISA Annual Conference
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Contact: ISA, (217) 355-9411; fax (217)
355-9516, http://www2.champaign.isaarbor.com

July 16-17, 2003

August 9-13, 2003

Tree Autopsy & Dissection Lab
Dr. Alex Shigo
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 1-800-841-2498

American Phytopathological Society
Annual Meeting - 2003
Charlotte, NC
Contact: Kathy Aro, (651) 454-7250,
karo@scisoc.org or www.apsnet.org

July 16-17, 2003
August 20-22, 2003

Level I Climbing Skills Module
ArborMaster Training, Inc.
Mt Vernon, IL
Contact: (860) 429-5028 or
Info@ArborMaster.com

CalScape Expo 2003
Orange County Hyatt Regency,
Irvine, CA
Contact: California Interior Plantscape
Association, (707) 462-2276;
www.cipaweb.org

July 18, 2003
Longwood Gardens 2003 Conference on
Woody Plants
Scott Arboretum,
Swarthmore College,
Contact: (610) 388-1000, ext. 507

September 17-20, 2003
2003 National Urban Forest Conference
American Forests
Adams Mark Hotel
San Antonio, TX
Contact: Donna Tschiffely, (703) 9046932; www.americanforests.org

September 24-25, 2003
Plant Materials Conference
Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405) 744-7361 or
mas@okstate.edu

October 5-8, 2003
Annual Conference and Trade Show
Society of Municipal Arborists
Four Points Sheraton
Santa Monica, CA
Contact: urbanforestry@prodigy.net

November 13-15, 2003
TCI EXPO 2003
Tree Care Industry Association
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD
Contact: 1-800-733-2622, ext. 106; or
www.treecareindustry.org

Send information on your event to:
TCI, 3 Perimeter Read, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
E-mail: Gun 'in @ tree( arei, ,dustrv. org

Lightning Protection for Trees
Your complete source for /ightn/ng protect/on needs.
.

Independent Protection Co., Inc.
1607 S. Main St.
Goshen, IN 46526
800-860-8388
Fax: 574-534-3719
info@ipclp.com
www.ipclp.com

• Provide your clients an additional service.
• Limited investment, quick profits.
. Consider golf courses, parks, large estates and historic trees.
• Lightning protection systems for all types of structures.
• Send for a free Tree Kit—A folder containing
information about adding this service.
• Order our video or CD Rom— "The How-to Presentation for
Installing Lightning Protection in Trees" - $ 19.95, Visa or
MasterCard.
Please circle 23 on Reader Service Card
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TC1

... Your Company's Guide
to a Safer Workforce
User friendly programs
created by industry leaders

U

Leading-edge training
tools relevant to
employers & employees
Incredible source of
industry knowledge
at your disposal

U

I

.

Business leaders
sharing diverse
expertise &
experience

U Safety
committee
- ,.\_

I

of your peers
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The State of New York
Welcomes Green Point
By David

G. Iviarren

n Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2003, leaders from New
York's arboriculture and green industry cornmunity met on Long Island to discuss the political and
regulatory issues affecting the industry. Present were the
leaders of the New York Arhorist Association, the Long Island Arborist Association, the Professional Certified
Applicators of Long Island, and senior management from the
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Davey Tree Expert Company, the Almstead Tree and Shrub
Care Company, and the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company.
All parties agreed that the regulatory climate in the State of

New York was aggressive, fast moving, and at times seemed
anti-green industry. All parties agreed that not understanding
and engaging in this process was hurting each business and
organization respectively. All parties agreed that the arboriculture and green industry community had never been
recognized in the state as a legitimate political force. Furthermore, all parties agreed that the time had come for this
community to form a legal association, to seek political consultation and lobbying efforts from prolessionals, and to
become involved in the regulatory process in New York from
the ground up.
The result of this meeting was the lormation of Green Point
of New York. Green Point is now a legal association in the
State of New York. Leaders have been elected. An organizational structure has been formed, and members have already
begun reviewing the proposed legislative and regulatory actions that have the potential to impact the industry.
"I feel that for the first time in my career our industry has
joined together intelligently in order to address the issues that
affect all of our businesses in a meaningful way," stated David
McMaster, vice president of Bartlett Tree Experts, and the first
president of Green Point. McMaster is
referring to Green Point's open and honest approach with New York's
legislative and executive branches of
government. This is an approach that
members of the state government have
welcomed, and have shown a great deal
of respect f o r.
This respect became evident during a
recent discussion with Vincent Palmer,
of the New York Department of Environmental Conservation. During a
discussion with members of the green
industry. Palmer stated that hisj door
will always he open to this group be-
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Cause it is professional afl(! sincere."

cess and understanding the progress that

and interpretations where appropriate.

With this kind of reaction from stale of-

TCIA is making at the national level on

Green Point will represent its member-

ficials, it is no surprise that several other

behalf of the industry. "It is critical that

ship to these bodies with professionalism

important members of New York's ar-

members of our industry join together

and integrity. And, Green Point will

horicultu re and green industry

and become engaged in the political pro-

communicate all developments with its

community, such as SavATree, Alpine

cess at both the state and national levels

membership in a timely manner.

the Care o F Trees, and the Nassau! Sul'-

Ili

order to solidify us as professionals

Knowing this, it is easy to see why

folk Landscape Gardners Association

Whose voice must he heard," Mills adds.

members of Green Point are excited

With this type of support, expert po-

about their future - a future in which they
will he represented professionally. The

have joined Green Point.
Green Point has also gained the sup-

litical advice, and a clear mission

port of the nation's leading association

statement, Green Point will now begin

membership of Green Point wants all

in representing arhoricultural firms, the

to work with members of New York's

those working in the arhoriculture and

Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA,

legislative body, regulatory agencies,

green industry to understand that if they

formerly known as the National Arhorist

the attorney general's office, the

are interested in a successful future, and

Association). "Green Point's time has

governor's office, and the local gov-

the idea of working with the agencies and

come," states Cynthia Mills, ('AL, presi-

ernnient bodies. The goal is clear.

bodies that govern our businesses instead

dent of TCIA. "Our association fully

Green Point will gain a better under-

of against them, then they should join

supports Green Point, and we fully sup-

standing of the laws, rules, and

and support this elTort. There is no bet-

port the ways in which Green Point has

regulations that have the potential to

ter way to explain why members should

chosen to represent the industry in the

affect the arhoricultural and green in-

join than to agree with Cynthia Mills:

legislative and regulatory arena in New

dustry. Green Point will provide

"Green Point's time has come.

York."

assistance and technical understanding to

Mills notes that TCIA is providing a

those who are promulgating such laws,

liaison to Green Point, which will assist

rules and regulations. Green Point will

membership in understanding the pro-

provide alternate legislative proposals
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Washington in Review
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What the TCIA/OSHA Alliance
Means to the Tree Care Industry
By Peter Gers!('nI'rc'er

E

ven though TCIA's formal Alliance with OSHA is slightly
over three months old, the association can already boast about tangible,
positive results. There is every indication
that the relationship will greatly benefit
the industry and enhance worker safety.
While there have been some short-term
accomplishments, TCIA feels that the
real benefit of the Alliance is yet to be
realized.
The formal Alliance document was
signed by all parties on Feb. II, 2003,
and announced in a Feb. 27 press release
from OSHA.
Prior to the announcement, while the
Alliance was still being negotiated:
•TCIA was provided with a draft of
"CPL 2-1.38 - Enforcement of the Electric Power Generation, Transmission,
and Distribution Standard", the latest
compliance directive for 19 10.269. The
draft acknowledged the association's
position relative to the use of body belts/
lanyards by bucket operators. On Oct. 7,
2002, the association replied with two
suggestions. The first was to revise an
outdated definition of climber's saddle,
and the second was to write new language to address the appropriate
specifications for climbing line. OSHA
accommodated the first request but not
the second, and issued the directive on
Oct. 31, 2002.
• TCIA was provided with a draft copy
o[ proposed changes to 1910.269, as well
as general industry standards. Through
correspondence with OSHA's Standards
Directorate, the association was informed
30

of revisions to the minimum separation
distances in 1910.269, which guided the
revision of information in the industry consensus standard, ANSI Z133.
• We participated in a cooperative effort between OSHA Region I (New
England) and the Massachusetts Arborists Association to help local
companies implement safety programs.
Almost immediately after the Alliance
announcement, calls seeking assistance
from Compliance people started coming in.
• A New Mexico caller was looking for
guidance in investigating a struck-by
fatality.
• An Ohio caller sought guidance for
an accident under investigation.
• A North Dakota caller sought help in
writing a safety bulletin, in the aftermath
of an accident.
• CaIOSHA's training division would
like to begin a dialogue with TCIA on
training and outreach for compliance
people, as well as affected businesses.
Recently, OSHA invited us to nominate
panelists for a "Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act" (SBREFA)
panel, which will help OSHA evaluate the
impact of changes in OSHA regulations to
small businesses. TCI A selected two representatives to participate.
Some may think this close working
relationship between regulatory entities
and trade association is a new paradigm.
For the tree care industry, however, it
really is not. When the vertical standard
regulating the utility line clearance industry was promulgated in 1994, it
represented the culmination of about 12
'FREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

years of effort on the association's part.
During that period, many dedicated volunteers and association staff worked
closely with OSHA on those parts of the
Standard affecting line clearance tree
trimming. The result was a workable
standard.
The Alliance hasn't caused OSHA to
make issues go away, nor has it caused
TICA to ignore them. During its negotiations, TCIA helped two members, one
in New Hampshire and one in Pennsylvania, successfully contest OSHA
citations. Currently, the association is
contending with two examples of what
can happen to member companies in the
absence of a strong working relationship
and meaningful dialogue with regulatory
bodies. In both instances, controversy
arose in State-plan OSHA jurisdictions.
and TCIA is actively engaged in Walogue to find workable solutions.
A proactive, collaborative relationship
with OSHA allows us to accomplish
more good in a shorter time than does a
combative, reactive relationship. There's
a very good chance that, had TCIA been
able to nurture good relationships with
those states a few years ago, it would
have very different news to report today.
In the worst case, the industry's concerns
and points of view would have been well
documented, and it would still have recourse through tougher actions.
Peter Gerstenberge r is vice president
of business management, S(If'tV (111(1 cdii(.(tQ,7 for the Tree Care Industry
Association.
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he M1 01 ti-ce I11()\tI1 IS I)CCtUC1I1ar and 'wondrous.
Adding the illajesty oF Mature trees can beautify
site very quickly. I have been involved with many
successful tree-moving projects. and for several years now
the relocated trees have been thriving.
I also have worked with and read the reports of those
who claim tree relocation is a losing proposition, resulting
mostly in tree failure. The field work I have been involved
With included trees that lacked Vigor and vitality from the
start. had experienced heavy fire damage while boxed in
the field, and suffered a lapse in care for a period of approximately one year. These circumstances clearly do not
provide adequate grounds to arrive at a reasonable conclusion that tree relocation should he dismissed as a means of
preserving our heritage trees from demise.
Tree relocation is a risky prospect that c on be performed
successfully. My experience is that a high rate of success
can be expected when a healthy tree that is boxed correctly
and at the right time is moved, and if a maintenance program is included.
There are only a handful of tree moving companies in the
United States that have the capability of moving large specimen trees with root-balls in excess of 10 feet in diameter. I
had the pleasure of working for one of these companies and
served as their staff arborist for six years. During this time, I
evaluated trees and the probability of relocating them, and supervised their care before, during and after a move. In addition,
regular site inspections were performed on many projects for
periods of two to five years to determine specific dos and
don'ts associated with tree moving.
This article focuses primarily on the relocation of coast
live oak (Querelis agrit(lui). Projects that form the basis
of my experience include residential, commercial, coninlunity development, and golf' course tree moves. Granted,
formal documentation has not been recorded: nevertheless
the information and opinions span more than six years of
hands on relocation of mature trees.

T

Tree Moving
With Success
13v I<crrv IVorinan

.4,

Photos courtesy Kerry Norman

Defining a good candidate

p..

This Arbutus unedo was relocated approximately five
years ago. It was put into a 20-inch box. The tree continues to perform and is clearly an asset to the
property.

I always start by performing a reasonable and prudent
inspection of the tree and site to determine the likelihood
for survival and performance after relocation. The tree must
he healthy and vigorous, showing little or no signs of stress.
Structural integrity is also very important, since many trees
are relocated From open spaces to areas of high traffic where
failure Could present a danger.
Trees must be inspected for pests and disease, included
hark, girdling roots, as well as cavities and decay in trunks
or branches. Species must also be considered: there are
several that do not respond well to relocation.

Box size
Determining the box size for a tree requires experience.
Considerations include, but are not limited to: species, trunk
diameter, canopy size, structure and size of roots, and, of
course, site conditions. According to the Tree i,uI Shrub
Transplanting Mu,i,w/, by E. B. Hi mel ick, the formula for de-
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lermi ii rig contai ner site isapproximately

miii over-pmuil ing. Since the C111-

This job consisted of re-

inches for each inch of trunk diameter.

Ploy of iiew prLlning practices, I

Under competitive bidding fressure, tree-

have observed a phenomenal

locating 12 Quercus
agrifolia. The work was
performed approximately
10 years ago. It is clear to
see they are doing well.
Top photo shows close
up of current year's
shoot growth, some in
excess of 9 inches.

companies iiiay tend to undersize

change in how trees respond to

boxes, puttilig trees in boxes that are too

boxing and relocation. I have seen

small. While some tree species may he
suitable for small boxes in relation to their

a reduction in defoliation aiid

111OV1 iìg

1

fister root regenerated with greater

trunk diameter, others species are very sen-

mass. Mitch advancement has

sitive to box site. My recommendation on

been made in the field of tree mov-

the more sensitive species is to use the largest box allowed by the construction budget.

1~141'14
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Larger root mass usually resu Its iii an in-

At

t-

creased raic of sLicccs.

is based primarily on my own experiences with Products that affect a tree's

Preparation

survival during the first 30 to 60 days

The process of 1110\1 11 1 trees induces
drought syniptonis. usually resulting in

after boxing.

stress due to the large amount of root sys-

an 1111pact on tree performance during the

1

Fertilization and supplements can have

tem that is lost. Irrigate thoroughly two to

post-planting maintenance period. I have

three times within a two to three week pe-

tried many types ol so-called miracle prod-

rio d pri or to any ro 01 p u ii in g or
excavation. This procedure will reduce

ucts and have not witnessed one miracle
yet. I have also inoculated several trees to

stress Significantly and may allow the tree

ill ,, over the past few years, but none are as

he relocated i nto standard sites using van-

to take Up water for storage, which will aid

significaiit as the change in pniiiiiig practices.

Otis forms and applications of iiiycorrhitae

Ill its SLIStCIlallCC u it I new root developnient begins. Wateri hg will be especially
he I u I during periods of act ual drought.
The use Of pesticides as prophylaxis, which
is later discussed in this article, can also
be beneficial ill preparat ion.

and have not observed an i nci'eased suc-

Fertilization, supplements

cess rate. However, should the tree be

and soils

or altered, resulting in a sterile or near ster-

transplanted to a site that has been graded
ile soil condition, amendments are

I have seen little in the way of fertil-

beneficial. I believe that if the tree is

Marking the tree's orientation is inipor-

items or supplements that provide a

healthy prior to relocation, there most cer-

tant For reference when planting. It is

noticeable or significant difference in the

tainly exists a favorable level of nutrients

survival of re located trees. This opin ion

and mycorrhitae in the soil environment.

preferable to replant a tree to its original
orientation. This will reduce the risk of
sunscald to the hark and minimize the expenditure Of much needed energy that
would otherwise he ii sed in acc 11111 at i iit to
the new exposlihe.

Pruning
My advice on

n in g trees for relo-

CLASSIC

cation is cut and dried: Keel) it limited,
When I began working in this field, it

Outdoor Wood Furnace
100% Wood Heat for Your Home,
Hot Water, Shop and More.

was coni 1110 ri Practice to prLI11C heavily.
Often. I won 1(1 see more than 5() percent
of canopy removed prior to boxing.

• No chimney fires.

Coinnion horticultural knowledge

• No fire, smoke or dirt in your home.
• No splitting and less handling of wood.

forms us that the less foliage removed the
less adverse impact, and trees will acclimate through the process of abscission
as needed. Foliage is necessary for the

"I ve saved over $19,000 in the past
eleven years. My Classic outdoor wood
furnace gives me peace of mind knowing
our home is safer and more comfortable.'
'

mann fact nrc of hormones and photosy nthesis req u i red for root regeneration.

Dual Fuel Option and Stainless
Steel Models Available

Dealerships available in select areas.

Pruning spec ifications have been reduced
in recent years to recommend only the removal of dead or diseased wo od. It general I)

Central Boiler

•

(800) 248-4681

takes relocated trees several years to recover
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SO ii You aIC transplant i iig into the saiiie
area with the same type of soil, you should
he okay.
Usually, amending the backfill for tree
planting is not needed. Should a soil analysis reveal toxicity or deficiencies, however,
corrective measures would he appropriate.
Also, consideration must he taken when
dealing with soils of different structures or
textures water percolation and irrigation
practices will he greatly affected.

Cabling/guy wires
This is an extremely important topic in
tree relocation. It can mean life or death to
the tree or those nearby. Due to the major
root pruning that takes place, anchorage is
compromised. For this reason, all relocated
large trees need to he guy wired. Typically,
one considers installing cables after plantbut it is also important to consider
safety while boxing and planting trees. In
some cases it may be necessary to provide
temporary guy wires during these procedures. My experience is that cables should
remain in place for a period of no less than
two to five years. Maintenance of cables
plays a vital role in the success and safety
of tree moving. Proper cable installation
and maintenance not only insures the
safety and well-being of property and
people but also the tree itself.

Planting
The planting of relocated trees is usually basic. When working with large
trees, remember to install guy wires during planting to reduce the risk of the tree
fall i 11g. In normal planting conditions,
the planting pit dimensions will be I foot
to 3 feet larger around than the root hall
and up to 6 inches shallower than root
ball depth. Backfill is rarely amended
unless required to correct specific problems identified by soil analysis.
The compaction of backfill is very important. It not only increases stability but
also affects irrigation by eliminating air
pockets. When large air pockets are
present, applied irrigation has a high
probability of seeking out this space and
bypassing the root ball. Conduct a Pere
test before planting to see ii you need to
install a drainage system for the planting hole.

Maintenance/irrigation
These two areas are the most critical in
the success and survival of relocated trees.
If nearly &) percent of the tree's root system is removed during transplant, the
remaining root zone will he extremely sensitive to levels in soil moisture. With the
reduction in the tree's ability to access and

11Cr, iornia I wale ri ng iCr I ICtake ii l
iileiits are greatly altered. Trees that usually
sLirvive without water for long periods now
require regular irrigatioli, resulting in an
increased risk of soil pathogens. A fine
balance must be found between too wet and
too dry. This can only be achieved with
regularly scheduled service by an expertenced ti-ce care professional.
Although the practice of t Irlgal i ng a
tree may sound simple, great effort is
required to insure proper soil moisture.
It is imperative to check soil moisture by
use of a soil probe before and after watering to determine the correct action to
he taken; monitoring of soil moisture can
he scheduled. Two of the most common
problems are over or under-watering.
I have found that the highest danger to
relocated trees is over-watering. I would
rather see irrigation err somewhat on the
dryer side. Over-watering can occur when
the tree is either planted too deeply or soil
grade has been increased around a tree.
Other circumstances associated with overwatering include broken irrigation lines,
planting at the base of a slope, and pool drainage. Under-watering occurs most of ten when the water applied does not
percolate into the root ball, which happens
most commonly as water sheets over the
top of the root ball and into the backfill Soil watering basins can be used to increase percolation. They must he
maintained just inside the edge of root hall
to ensure percolation.
I have found mulchiiig to he very beneficial in aiding the regeneration of root
growth. Since newly developing hair roots
are highly susceptible to desiccation,
mulch helps maintain a moist, cool soil
condition conducive to new root growth
without constant irrigation. One of the key
downfalls related to maintenance is that
few contractors, developers, or homeowner budget for post-relocation tree cat -c.
Problems will surely arise without a maintenance pi-ogram, and correction or remedy
is often impossible. Most people wait iiiitil it is too late before recognizing a
problem and cal Ii ng for help. A high percentage of the fai litres in relocated trees are
maintenance related.

Pest & disease problems
Please circle 3 on Reader Service Card
34
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Naturally there is an increased susceptibility to certain pest and diseases

r-i

These photos are of the same tree, taken in April 2003. They are shown in rebuttal to an article
published in SCOPE (Santa Clarita organization for planning the community) in 2002. The writer
claimed that the Quercus lobata is failing due to being moved. The photos I shot were taken in
April 2003 of the same exact tree. It is clear the tree is far from dead. The article can be visited at
(www.scope.org/welcome.html).
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associated with the relocation of spec i men trees. The best defense is a good
offense. Hence, selection, preparation
and Ii tiling must he strongly considered.
Some pest and disease issues can be dealt
with by the use of pesticide as prophylaxis, which is especially true in the
prevention of hark boring insects. As
mentioned earlier, trees undoubtedly
become stressed during relocation.
Therefore, preventative measures must
be taken. The most corn nion disease
problem encountered is Phvtop/ithora
Spp., a root rot disease usually associated with over-wateni ng. The control of
Phviopht/wri diseases is best achieved
by Irrigation maiiagement, 11101.1011 prophylactic applications of fungicide may
be helpful. Many Pest and disease issues
that arise do 1101 pose a threat to tree
health and survivability and thus do not
warrant chemical treatmen

Establishment
As a reminder, most of' the observations and recommendations in this article
refer Primarily to the responses of coast
live oak. The establishment period of
relocated trees varies widely aniong species. Trees reestablish their root/shoot
balance by first regenerat i rig root at the
expense of shoot growth. As a result,
some trees may have a period of reduced
aesthetic quality. This period can lie
short, providing the tree was healthy and
vigorous from the start. My experience
is that it iii in i mu iii of two years or longer
is requ i red for establishment of a transplanted tree - contingent LII)011 a closely

supervised maintenance program. After
approximately two years, niai ntenance
demands are greatly reduced, lessening
cost of care.
Trees that have been relocated will requi ic some niai ntenance and nionitori rig
for the reniai ndcr of their lives. At the very
least, relocated trees need to he evaluated
no less than three to four t tiles a year.

Conclusion

of these projects are over 10 years old and
include trees that have performed beautifully and continue to show vigor. In more
recent years, with education and industry
innovations, some trees hardly miss a heat
when relocated. I attribute these successes
to selection, preparation, propel' ruui ng,
and maintenance. Tree OV i rig is an investment and must not he taken lightly. Not
only is the process costly. but I ong-terni
maintenance and monitoring iii Lust he considered when budgeting. Please remember,
too, that large tree relocation Includes risk
and is usually considered a last resort to
save the tree. Tree moving is a benefit to
trees and comnitinities, allowing some of
our landmark and heritage trees to survive
relentless encroaching. Before removing
Lilly tree carelessly, consider the possibility of mov i rig it so that it may continue to
beautify and en ha rice our lives and our
eriv i ronment.
Kerr'

I have been involved with several
projects that include the relocai iou of coast
live oak in box sizes tip to IS feet. Many
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Interested in a powerful tree saw? Look no further!
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ANSI A300 Update: Transplanting
The ANSI-accredited Standards committee ( ASC ) A30() met on April 9 and 10, 2003 in Wit liaiiisbuig. Vu. The conimittec
accomplished a great deal during this short period. ANSI A300 Part 2 - fertiIiaiion revision had a public review period in late
2002. All comments were considered, resulting in substantial changes to the revision draft. The committee approved the revision
for an intended final public review this summer. The committee then worked on drafts for new standards: Part 5 - Management
(in relation to site planning, construction, etc.) and Part 6 - Transplanting. The committee finished the first drafts for both of
these and approved the first public review periods.
The first public review draft of Part 6 - Transplanting is published below in this month's edition of TCI magazii lie. If you want to
submit a comment, visit the TCIA Web site at www.treecareindustry.org/default.asp?main=content/laws/puhlicreview.IitFnl for instructions. Email comments are preferred: Rouse@treecareindustry.com . Snail mail comments can he directed to TCIA, 3 Perimeter
Rd., Unit I, Manchester, NH 03103. Check the TCIA's A300 web pages at: www.treecareindustry.org/default.asp'?main=content/laws/
Management public review drafts.
Fe,iiliaiiomi and Part 5
a-300.htni to learn more. Keep an eye out for the Part 2

ANSI A300 standards scope, purpose, application, and
1
implementation
Part 6 - Transplanting
60
Normative references
61
Definitions
62
Transplanting practices
63

There is a public review period, scheduled for Summer 2003, after
which the Part 6 draft may be submitted to ANSI by Accredited Standards Committee on Tree, Shrub, and Other Woody Plant
Maintenance Operations - Standard Practices, A300. Committee approval of the standard will not necessarily imply that all committee
members voted for its approval. At the time it distributed this draft,
the A300 committee had the following members:

Annex ATransplanting information

Foreward (This foreword will not be part of American National Standard A300 Part 6)
An industry-consensus standard must have the input of the industry
that it is intended to affect. The Accredited Standards Committee A300
was approved June 28, 1991. The committee includes representatives from the residential and commercial tree care industry, the utility,
municipal, and federal sectors, the landscape and nursery industries,
and other interested organizations. Representatives from varied geographic areas with broad knowledge and technical expertise
contributed.
The A300 standards can be best placed in proper context if one reads
the Scope, Purpose, and Application. If approved after the public
comment period, this document will present performance standards
for the care and maintenance of trees, shrubs, and other woody plants.
If approved after the public comment period, this document will be
used as a guide in the drafting of maintenance specifications for federal, state, municipal, and private authorities including property
owners, property managers, and utilities.
The A300 standards stipulate that specifications for tree work should
be written and administered by a professional possessing the technical competence to provide for, or supervise, the management of
woody landscape plants. Users of these standards must first interpret wording, then apply their knowledge of growth habits of certain
plant species in a given environment. In this manner, the user ultimately develops his or her own specifications for plant maintenance.
When approved, ANSI A300 Part 6 - Transplanting, will be used in
conjunction with the rest of the A300 standards when writing specifications for tree care operations.
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Tim Johnson, Chair (Artistic Arborist, Inc.)
Bob Rouse, Secretary (Tree Care Industry Association)

Organizations Represented

American Nursery and Landscape Association: Craig J. Regelbrugge
American Society of Consulting Arborists: Tom Mugridge; Donald
Zimar (Alt.)
American Society of Landscape Architects: Ron Leighton
Asplundh Tree Experts: Geoff Kempter; Peter Fengler (Alt.)
Associated Landscape Contractors of America: Preston Leyshon;
Debra Holder (Alt.)
Davey Tree Experts: Joseph Tommasi; Dick Jones (Alt.)
Bartlett Tree Experts: Peter Becker; Dr. Thomas Smiley (Alt.)
International Society of Arboriculture: Ed Brennan; John Ball (Alt.)
National Park Service: Robert DeFeo; Dr. James Sherald (Alt.)
Professional Grounds Management Society: Jennifer Gulick
Society of Municipal Arborists: Andrew Hillman; Mike Dirksen (Alt.)
Tree Care Industry Association: James McGuire
U.S. Forest Service: Ed Macie; Lisa Burban (Alt.); Mike Galvin (Alt.)
Utility Arborist Association: Jeffrey Smith; Matthew Simons (Alt.)
Additional organizations and individuals:
American Forests (Observer)
Beth Palys (Observer)
Fred Deneke (Observer)
Peter Gerstenberger (Observer)
Professor Charles Moore (NFPA-780 Liaison)
Richard Rathjens (Observer)
Sharon Lilly (Observer)
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Clause 1 excerpted from ANSI A300 (Part
1)-2001 Pruning
ANSI A300 standards
1.1

ANSI Z60.1
Nursery Stock

from which the soil or growing medium has
been removed.

ANSI Z133.1

62.6

American Standard for

Arbo ricultural Operations
Pruning, Trimming, Repairing, Maintaining, and Removing Trees and Cutting Brush
Safety Requirements
-

Scope

ANSI A300 standards present performance
standards for the care and maintenance of
trees, shrubs, and other woody plants.

ASME B30.9 Slings.

1.2

29CFR 1910, General Industry

Purpose

-

burlap: A loose-weave fabric that
is used to protect plant parts and/or add support to root balls during transplanting
operations. Types:
62.7

29 CFR 191 0.268, Telecommunications

ANSI A300 standards are intended as guides
for federal, state, municipal and private authorities including property owners, property
managers, and utilities in the drafting of their
maintenance specifications.

29 CFR 1910.269, Electric Power Genera-

1.3

62

Application

ANSI A300 standards shall apply to any person or entity engaged in the business, trade,
or performance of repairing, maintaining, or
preserving trees, shrubs, or other woody
plants.
1.4

Implementation

Specifications for tree maintenance should
be written and administered by an arborist.
60

Part 6

60.1

Purpose

-

Transplanting

The purpose of this document is to provide
standards for developing specifications for
transplanting existing landscape plants.
Reasons for transplanting

-

29 CFR 1910.331-335, Electrical Safety
Definitions

anti-transpirants: Material applied to foliage, formulated for the purpose
of decreasing transpiration.

62.1

62.2
arborist: An individual engaged in
the profession of arboriculture who through
experience, education and related training,
possesses the competence to provide for or
supervise the management of trees and
other woody plants.
arborist trainee: An individual undergoing on the job training to obtain the
experience and the competence required to
provide for or supervise the management of
trees and woody plants. Such trainees shall
be under the direct supervision of an arborist.
62.3

balled and burlapped (B & B):

Transplanting is performed to relocate landscape plants to meet specific objectives.
Horticultural production or silvicultural purposes are exempt from this standard.

Plants established in the ground which have
been prepared for transplanting by digging
so that the soil immediately around the roots
remains undisturbed. The ball of earth containing the roots of the plant is then bound
up in burlap or similar mesh fabrics

60.3

62.5

Safety

62.7.1 chemically treated burlap: A

fabric treated with chemical preservative that
biodegrades at a very slow rate.

tion & Distribution

62.4
60.2

boxed: A method for protecting
roots that includes digging a trench, constructing and installing a box around the
roots, and then using the box to lift, transport, and install the landscape plant.

bare root (B.R.): Harvested plants

62.7.2 combination burlap: A fabric
with both natural and synthetic fibers that biodegrades at a slow rate.
62.7.3 natural burlap: A material that
is 100 percent biodegradable.
62.7.4 synthetic burlap: A material

that is not biodegrade.
caliper: In the landscape or nursery trade, this is the diameter of a tree,
measured at a point 6 inches above the
ground line if the resulting measurement is
no more than 4 inches. If the resulting measurement is more than 4 inches, the
measurement is made at a point 12 inches
above the ground line. This in contrast to the
method used to measure caliper in the timber industry, which is to make the
measurement at a point 4.5 feet above the
ground line, or the "diameter breast height'
(DBH).
62.8

connector clamp: A device used
to secure a piece of cable to either another
piece of cable or device such as a turnbuckle
or anchor.
62.9

62.10

D.B.H. [diameter at breast height]:

60.3.1 This standard shall not take precedence over arboricultural safe work
practices.
60.3.2 Operations shall comply with
applicable Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) standards, ANSI
Z133.1, as well as state and local regulations.

POWERFUL
PROVEN

60.3.3 The location of utilities shall be

taken into consideration prior to relocating
any tree or plant. Utilities include gas, electric, communications, sewer, drainage, and
any others above and below ground. Locations include candidate landscape plants
transportation route, and planting site.
60.3.4 The initial assessment/design
shall include an inspection of the installation
site (proposed and/or existing) for hazards,
soil conditions, obstacles, and utilities prior
to beginning the transplanting process.
61

Normative references
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Measurement of trunk diameter taken at four
and one-half feet off the ground.
62.11

added to soil to alter its composition and
structure such as sand, fertilizer, organic
matter.

digging spade: A specially de-

signed shovel used to dig, shape and form a
root ball.
62.12
drum lace: A specific pattern for
tying that holds and supports the root ball
when transplanting landscape plants with the
balled and burlapped method.

soil anchor: A device driven, buried, or otherwise inserted into the ground to
which a guy is attached.
62.31

62.32 spreader bar: An apparatus used
to spread the lifting chain or strap to avoid
damage to the root ball and crown.

eyebolt: A bolt with a closed,
looped head used to secure a support cable
to an anchor, tree trunk, or turnbuckle.

62.33 tensiometer: An instrument for de-

62.14 foam protection: A pre-formed

stainless steel fitting with flared margins and
an open-ended base.

62.13

soft foam sheet, pad, or pipe insulation.
girdling root: A root that may impede proper development of other roots,
trunk flare, and/or trunk.
62.15

termining the moisture content of soil.

63.3.3 Lifting chains, straps, and/or
slings used to lift shall be certified.

63.3.4 Certified lifting chains, straps,
and slings shall be used according to manufacturers' instructions.
63.4 General
63.4.1 The needs of the individual landscape plants being transplanted shall be
considered.
63.4.2 Timing of transplanting

62.34 thimble: An oblong galvanized or

transplanting: The process of relocating an existing plant in the landscape.

62.35

62.36 tree spade: Equipment used to
grade: A datum or reference level;
62.16
especially, ground level.

63.3.2 Pruning tools shall be sharp.

transplant large trees.

63.4.2.1 Season and phenology of the landscape plant shall be taken into
consideration.
63.4.2.2 Transplanting should
occur during the optimum time of year for the
species.
63.4.3 Transplanting site

62.37 tree wrap: Material, often made of
62.17

guy: A steel cable or synthetic-f i-

ber cable system installed between a tree
and an external anchor to provide supplemental support.
62.18

installation site: The location to

which the landscape plant will be installed.
62.19

lifting chain, certified: A chain

certified for a rated load capacity.
62.20

lifting sling, certified: A sling cer-

tified for a rated load capacity.
62.21

lifting strap, certified: A strap cer-

tified for a rated load capacity.
percolation test: As used in this
standard, a field test conducted to determine
site infiltration. The test consists of digging a
small hole at the proposed planting site, filling the hole with water, and then timing the
rate in which the water drains.

62.22

62.23

planting: Installing a plant in the

landscape.
protective material: Fabric or device used to limit injury to any portion of the
landscape plant during preparation and
transplanting operations.
62.24

root ball: A term used to describe
62.25
the volume of roots and soil of a landscape
plant being moved.
root collar: The transition zone between the trunk and the root system.

62.26

62.27

root pruning: The cutting of roots

to meet specific goals and objectives.
shall: As used in this standard denotes a mandatory requirement.

62.28

paper, that is wrapped around a tree trunk
to protect it from sun injury.
62.38 trunk flare: An area or zone that

indicates the junction between the roots of a
plant and its stem(s). This area is usually
discernable on trees as an increase in width
at the trunk base.
62.39 turnbuckle: A device used for
tensoining that consists of drop-forged,
closed-eye bolts and a drop-forged link with
screw threads at both ends.
62.40

mesh designed to wrap the root ball.
wire-wrapped root ball: A method
to support the root ball using a wire mesh.
62.41

63

Transplanting practices

63.1

Transplanting objectives

Transplanting objectives shall be established
prior to beginning operations.
63.2

duct a feasibility and suitability assessment
prior to recommending transplanting.
63.2.2 Specifications for transplanting
should be based on the assessment. See
checklist in Annex A.

63.2.3 If a condition is observed while
the work is being performed, requiring attention beyond the original scope of work, the
condition shall be reported to an immediate
supervisor, the owner, or person responsible
for authorizing the work.
Tools and equipment

should: As used in this standard

denotes an advisory recommendation.
62.30 soil amendment: Any material
38

Plant and site inspection
63.2.1 A qualified individual shall con-

63.3
62.29

wire basket: A pre-fabricated wire

63.3.1 Equipment and work practices
that cause damage to the plant, beyond the
scope of the work, should be avoided.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

63.4.3.2 The percolation rate
should be adequate for the species being
planted, otherwise corrective action should
be taken.
63.5

Transplanting practices
63.5.1 Protection

63.5.1.1 Roots, trunk and
crown should be protected from damage
during the transplanting operation.
63.5.1.2 Protective materials
should be used to minimize damage to
trunks.

63.5.1.3 Branches and/or the
crown of the landscape plant shall be tied,
when needed, in a manner that minimizes
damage.
63.5.2 Preparation
63.5.2.1 Compass orientation
of landscape plants should be marked.
63.5.2.2 The root ball or box
size should be determined according to trunk
diameter. Trees should have a minimum of
10 inches of root ball for every inch of trunk
diameter.
63.5.2.3 Root pruning should
be considered prior to transplanting.
63.5.3 Digging
63.5.3.1 The following shall be
considered acceptable methods for preparing a root ball for relocation: Balled and
burlapped (hand dug); Boxed; Tree spade.

63.5.3.2 Estimated finish root
ball size shall be identified prior to digging
operations.
63.5.3.3 Mechanical and hand

digging operations shall start outside the finished root ball size. Exception: Tree spade
excavation.

63.5.3.8.2 Box sides
should be fastened together to limit movement.

slope of the old and new site.

63.5.3.4 Tools used to place
finish cuts on roots shall be sharp

63.5.3.8.3 Box bottom, if installed, shall be tight against the root
ball.

63.5.4.1 Prior to lifting, root balls
shall be loosened from soil beneath.

63.5.3.8.4 Box top
shall be installed if the box will be tilted dur ing transport.

63.5.4.2 The system used for
lifting shall be designed to minimize damage to the root ball and evenly distribute
weight.

63.5.3.5 Digging operations
shall not damage roots within the ball.
63.5.3.6 Root balls should be
tapered.

63.5.3.9 Tree Spade
63.5.3.7 Balled & Burlapped
63.5.3.9.1
Soils
should be prepared to accept spading operations.

63.5.3.7.1 Burlap
used to cover and support the root ball should
be tight.

63.5.3.7.3 Lacing
and tying of the root ball shall be done in a
manner that does not damage the trunk and
root collar.
63.5.3.8 Boxed
63.5.3.8.1 Box sides
shall be tight against the root ball.

63.5.5.1 Bare root plants shall
be treated to prevent drying of the root system or transported in a manner that prevents
the drying of the root system.

63.5.3.9.4 The trunk
should be centered in the spade.

63.5.5.2 The tree crown shall
be protected from drying during transport.

63.5.3.9.5 Adjustments shall be made for differences between

63.5.5.3 Tree(s) being moved
should be secured.

.
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63.5.5 Transporting

63.5.3.9.3
Tree
spade shall be properly maintained and free
of fluid leaks. Blades should be sharp and
aligned.
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63.5.4.3 Rigging for lifting shall
use certified slings, straps, and/or chains.
Spreader bars should be used to minimize
crown damage and to distribute forces on ball
or box.

63.5.3.9.2
Lower
crown should be adjusted to accept spade.

63.5.3.7.2 Drum lacing should be the preferred method of tying.
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63.5.4 Lifting
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63.5.6 Storing the landscape plant
before planting
63.5.6.1 Bare root plants shall
be stored in a manner that prevents the drying of the root system.
63.5.6.2 Balled and burlapped
and boxed transplant landscape plants shall
be stored in a manner that prevents stress
and conserves moisture.

63.5.7.1.5 The soil at
the bottom of the planting hole should be firm
undisturbed native soil when transplanting
into an established site.
63.5.7.1.6 The digging operation should not compact soil at
the bottom or on the sides of the planting
hole.
63.5.7.1.7 Drainage
should be installed when needed.

63.5.7 Planting
63.5.7.2 Installing the land63.5.7.1 Digging the hole
63.5.7.1.1 The planting hole width should be a minimum of 1.5
times the diameter of the root ball. Exception: Tree spade holes.
63.5.7.1.2 The sides
of the planting hole shall be dug to form tapered edges with narrow end of the taper at
the bottom of the hole.
63.5.7.1.3 The sides
of the planting hole should be scarified.
63.5.7.1.4 The depth
of the planting hole should not exceed the
depth of the root ball.

scape plant
63.5.7.2.1 Landscape plants should be placed in the same
compass orientation in which they originated.
63.5.7.2.2 Bare root
plants shall be installed so that their root
system is evenly distributed in the planting
hole.

and the top third of the root ball prior to backfilling.
63.5.7.2.5 Backfill
should be similar to the soil at the planting
site.
63.5.7.2.6 Backfill
amendments, if added, should meet a specific objective.
63.5.7.2.7 Organic
backfill amendments shall not be incorporated deeper than 18 inches.
63.5.7.2.8 The backfill soil shall be installed to limit settling of the
soil and landscape plant.
63.5.7.3 Supporting the landscape plant
63.5.7.3.1 Guys or
other support systems should be installed
when needed.

63.5.7.2.3 The root
collar shall be installed above grade.

Guys
63.5.7.3.2
shall be attached using a method that limits
damage to the trunk and branches.

63.5.7.2.4 All materials should be removed from the root collar

63.5.7.3.3 A minimum of two guys should be installed at an

PROCESS WOOD CHIPS INTO PREMIUMMULCH
The CP 118 will turn your wood chip disposal PROBLEM into a money making OPPORTUNITY. Change the LOOK. FEEL, COLOF?. and VALUE of
your chips in one quick and simple pass through the Rotochopper CP 118.
Arborists and municipalities can stop worrying about where to dump those
chips and start selling into the highly profitable premium mulch business.
• Regrind and color in one pass.
• Hard to believe???
• Call us! We'll prove it!!
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John Davis of: J. Davis Tree Service, Inc. of Haltom City
Texas recently told us:

"We and our customers were blown away by the quality of
the colored mulch, machine speed and ease of operation.
Customer demand and interest has been outstanding. We
have had no problems with our CP 118 and are running
most every day producing multiple products for our customers. It's allowed us to turn a liability into a profit center".

ROTOCHOPPER CP 118
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"Perfect In One Pass"
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angle sufficient to support the landscape
plant.

trient management; and, Maintenance and
removal of guy and other support systems.

63.5.7.3.4 For trees
over 10-inch diameter, guys should be installed in accordance with the ANSI A300
Part 3 Tree Support Systems Standard -

Annex Alranspianting information

Guying established trees.
63.5.7.3.5
Guys
shall be secured to a ground anchor(s) sufficient to achieve the objective.
63.5.7.3.6

Guys

should be taut following installation.
63.5.7.3.7 Guys or
other support systems shall be maintained
and be removed when they are no longer
needed.
63.6

Alter-care practices

63.6.1 Specifications for care of the
landscape plant after transplanting should be
provided.
63.6.2 Proper after-care for a minimum

of one year should be provided. Specifications or after-care should include: Soil
moisture management; Mulch; Integrated
pest management; Pruning; Monitoring; Nu-

A-i Initial assessment

The following shall be evaluated in the initial
assessment of the candidate landscape
plant(s):
general health of the landscape
plant(s) including foliage color and density,
signs of insect and disease, and past care;
structural condition of the landscape plant(s) including the root system,
present defects, past injuries, crown shape,
and growing environment;
C.
species data for tolerance of transplanting;
crown shape;
size of root ball/quality of root system;
foliage color or density;
signs of insect disease infestation;
present defects from past injuries;
effects of pruning before transplanting; and,
any other related issue that will
impact the estimated rate of success.
A-1.2

Plants with girdling roots, deformed

11H tARU1

roots, or inadequate root systems shall not
be considered acceptable candidates for
transplanting.
A-1.3
The following shall be evaluated in
the initial assessment of the existing and installation site:
above and below ground hazards;
access;
soil conditions;
C.
obstacles;
slope;
utilities; and,
critical structures, i.e. rooftop
plantings.
A-2
tices

Specialty transplanting prac-

A-2.1

Bare Root

Bare root digging method should be done
when the plant is in a dormant state.
A-2.2 Palms

Palm transplants shall be considered a bare
root method,
'TCI'

See page 36 for instructions on how
to comment on this draft standard.
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"We mounted the 48361-w on a new Kubota R420 articulated loader. I
was thrilled when I lifted a 16 foot log with a 30" butt and end-loaded it
right into my log truck. You can't do that with the other loader grapples.
ImpleMax is the best!" - Paul Wylie. Ml

Max

..

NEW Large-Capacity Rake/Grapple
For Heavy-Duty Landclearing

Benefit NOW
Call for FREE video

800 — 587- 6656 (24 hrs.)
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Beneath the Boughs
Tree-safe landscaping
By .Iacqueliiie (itc/v

A

sk Jim Benfield of B & T Bobcat Tree Company in Inman, S.C.,
whether he thinks it's a good idea to landscape beneath a tree and
you'll get an unpopular response to a popular request. If YOU think
anything of the tree," says Benfield, "don't do it." He says he has seen too many
old oak trees die as a result of careless under-planting.
Provided it's done properly, it may he possible to create a garden beneath the
boughs without harming the tree.
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Considering the number of roots that were cut, bringing this
patio to life will probably kill the trees that offer shade.
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A large free requires gallons
of water each week and will
rob the surrounding garden,
so if makes sense to avoid
those plants that are heavy
feeders or require moist soil.
Landscape plants will
struggle to survive if there is
not enough water for both the
tree and the
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Exploring the location of roots can help determine how close
construction can be.

'FREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

Vital signs
Lance Wallace, owner of Wallace Tree
Care in Glendale. Wis., suggests beginning by taking the tree's vital signs.
"Look at the overall health of a tree
first," he says. "Determine whether there
is a lot of deadwood, if there are signs
of disease or pests, and what condition
the soil is in." If the tree is under stress
or recovering from drought, Under-plantIll(' puts the tree at further risk.
Also take into consideration the age of
the tree. If the tree is near the end of its
life expectancy, di sturhi ng the roots iiiay
hasten its (Ieiiii se. It IS particularly difficult to landscape beneath the spraw Ii ng
roots of older trees without causing
harm. I)o your homework on how the
Species handles root disturbance. Red
oaks, for example, do not tolerate root
di st urhances as well as a willow might
Assess the tree's root system to deter mine how landscaping will affect it. I)ig
around the tree in places to see how deep
and far out the roots run. "Identify how
close to the trunk or root zone you' re
going to he," Wallace suggests.

mulch will break down more slowly and
provide a longer aesthetic value.
Limit mulch to a 3- to 4-inch layer
around the tree. A depth greater than 4

inches can prevent the exchange of gases
and can keep oxygen and water from
reaching the roots. In addition, if iii u ich
is too deep it can cause temperature

RESISTOGRAPH F - SERIES

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks and recreational
areas, utility poles, forests, timber structures such as
i
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bridges, framed buildings and playground equipment.
The Advantages of the Resistograph:
Fast, accurate, and reliable
Find wood decay, rot, hollow areas and cracks
Analyze annual ring structures
Determine growth tendency according to the width
of annual rings
High efficiency due to less work having to be done
Unnecessary wood damages are prevented
FREE APPLICATION VIDEO AVAILABLE!
IML, Inc.
1275 Shiloh Road Suite 2780
Kennesaw, GA 30144 USA
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Phone: (888) 514-8851
Fax (678) 623-0550

E-mail: info@imlusa.com

Website www.imlusa.com
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Mulch matters

GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E®

Mulch is a better alternative to waterhungry lawns, which struggle Under tile
shade of t lie tree canopy. A thin layer of
iii ul c h al-01,111d a ti-ce offers a n u in her of
benefits. It helps to in in iii ic weeds, retains soil moisture, maintains soil
Ic iii perat u res. and adds a Ii iii sh i ng touch
to the landscape.
The best in ti Icli mi mines the tree's natural environment. I or example. opt for a
bed of pine needles beneath a pi lie tree
or shredded leaves beneath deciduous
trees. "Leave ii as natural as possible."
says Richard l-luntington. President of
Mayne Tree Lxperts, San Carlos, Calif.
"That's what the tree likes."
Consider that the forest floor is rich
in organic matter that breaks down overlime to feed the soil, an example of
en in posting at its best. "Y on can MIX soil
and iii u Ic h together, which hastens tile
process of decomposition and recycles
ilitrien ts into tile tree's system,'' suggests Fl lint i ngton. He says larger type

Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by
hundreds of professionals worldwide for:
• Root Collar Excavation
• Root Pruning
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Radial Trenching
• New Construction
• Locating Utilities
• Reducing soil compaction
• Treating Plant Diseases

hi

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on
plant health and your business. AIR-SPADE ® has been
proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the
few tools that pays for itself in one job".
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changes. interfering with the tree's climate control. Avoid spreading the mulch
Up around the trunk.
If possible, extend the mulch out beyond the drip line, recommends John
Harrison, owner of Dot Palm Landscaping in Marathon, Fla. He recognizes that
it's not always possible to do so. "Some
trees are so huge, you'd take up half the
Yard with mulch."
Huntington cautions against building
LIP the grade around the tree to accommodate under-plantings. "If you raise the
grade, you may hinder percolation to
roots, or hinder the exchange or gases to
roots, causilig tIi anaerobic situation.
Benfield puts it in simpler terms: "A
tree is like a person. If it can't get air and
it can't get water, it dies."

Edging: the root of the
problem
Edging around a tree can present other
challenges. When mulch stops short of

the drip-line, edging the bed invariably
requires cutting through roots. This is
Particularly troublesome in trees with
shallow surface roots, sLich as swamp
iii apI Cs.
Just how many roots can be safely cut
varies from tree to tree. It's best to evaluate trees on a case by case basis, says
Huntington. In general, cut no more than
20 Percent of a tree's roots.
Whenever possible, Huntington stresses,
avoid cutting large roots, which provide
the majority of life-sustaining functions
such as taking up water and nutrients in
exchange for carbon dioxide. Just what is
considered a large root? "1 use a 3-inch root
as the defining number." says Huntington.
"But some trees have hundreds of roots
smaller than three inches."
Cutting a large number of smaller
roots can he j list as daniagi 11g. warns
Huntington. "It's not so much the Individual roots, it's the total. If you cut all
the way around a tree, cutting 50 or 60
roots, you're going to have an impact."
He suggests making a clean cut through

roots with a sharp shovel or hand saw
because: 'An axe or other machinery
tends to shatter the tree side of the root."
Time of year also plays an important
role in cutting roots, explains Gary
Hunisberger, Plant Health Care Manager
at Antietam Tree Service in Hagerstown,
Md. "The best time to do any root pruning is while the tree is dormant."
Hunisberger defines dormancy as the
time from when the leaves fall through
bud - break.
"Once the tree is in 'translocation' pul Ii ng moisture and nutrition out of the
ground - you're taking a chance by cutting roots," Huntsherger warns.

Irrigation tricks
Jerry Pri miii, a commercial landscaper
at Complete Landscape Systems in
Wichita. Kan., suggests one way to minimize the number of roots cut when
installing irrigation systems: "Rather
than cutting across tree's roots, he says,
"the lines can be laid so they radiate out

777777771
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Our stores are open early in the morning to late in the evening, seven days a week to serve you.
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Photos courtesy Mayne Tree Experts

from the tree."
PI- 1111111

cautions that an i rrigal ion sysI ..

tem that waters the top 2 to 3 inches of
soil each day can cause prohl ciii s for the
tree. "'File roots conic to the surface for

$

water," he explains.
He suggests watering trees with a long,
deep soaking around and beyond the drip
1111C

for about all hour or two each week

71

Too much water in root zone from nearby
irrigation caused this tree to fail.

to keep roots growl rig deeply. "If you get
roots of the tree going down into the soil
where they he long," says Pri iii iii, "you

Creating this tree well resulted in the cutting of too many roots for this tree to
survive.

will not have a lot of conipetition from
PI a ills."
I ook also to the natural water patterns
()['the region. advises I Iuntingtoii. "Na-

I

trees don't get water

says. "If it's a naUve tree used to a cer-

each week and will rob the surrounding

from April to October.'' He says iiii-

tain anlouril of water, slick with that

garden, so it makes sense to avoid those

proper i r. r'i gat ion can create problems.

rout i iie for the flowers," lie advises.

plants that are heavy feeders or req

tive California

Li

re

When cli oos i rig plants. Pri iii ni rec() in -

riioist soil. Harrison says landscape plants

mends look i rig to the long term. "When

will struggle to survive if there is not

You plant a tree, there Isn't a lot of shade.

enouoh waler for both the tree and (lie

11 u ill n gtori suggests I ol low i rig the

In ten or 2() years, that can really

plants. "You may want to boost up the

tree's lead when it collies to c hoosi rig

change.'' Fortunately, a variety of shade-

water, depending oil the l)lanits, lie says.

landscaping plants. ''Plan everything

lolerarit plants are available.

Or, choose plants that are native to the

What to plant?

A large tree requires gal loris of water

around When you waler the INC, — he

Protect
Protect your chippers,
blinker broads and
trucks with the
Alpha Lock 2000 —
A Wheel Lock
Immobilizer.

grow i rig conditions or drought-tot eraril

Rolling ASsets18004214833
Order Today!

• Formally only available to
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• Secure your vehicle or equipment
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• Hardened to 6X stronger than steel.
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Grade changes during landscape construction lead to root diseases.

Use low-maintenance plants, starting
with a ground cover like Vincu (periwinkle), which over time will spread into
a green carpet. Shade-tolerant perennials Primm likes to use are Hosta and
Liriope. Yews also do well.
When planting around an oak tree,
consider that the leaves that fall tend to
he on the acidic side. Some plants, like
shallow-rooted Rhododendrons, thrive in
acidic conditions, while other plants prefer a more alkaline soil.

:-

Partnering
With
Landscape
Contractors

_

Tree care companies often work closely with landscapers to
review how the landscape and trees can best share responsibilities on a property. Here, The Care of Trees is called in to
inspect pines for insect and diseases as well as alternatives for
planting underneath. Pictured above (L-R) are Barry Conlin of
CB Conlin Landscapes Inc., Skeet and Todd White from The Care
of Trees.

By Scott Jamieson

Few things are more discouraging for an arhorist than getting a call from a landscape contractor to help preserve mature
trees on a new site only to find you were the last person called
in on the project. With all the site work and accompanying root
damage complete, the arborist is often called upon to "fix"
things. Trees can be an integral part of the landscape plan, key
to the client, yet are often little more than an afterthought in the
implementation process.
We know that mature trees add considerable value to residential and commercial sites. The presence of well maintained
trees can add thousands of dollars to property values, but if
abused or neglected trees can become a serious liability. Arborists can provide the valuable service of assessing potential
risk with trees for landscape contractors, as well as helping enhance trees SO they contribute to a site's aesthetic and property
value.
Tree care can he one of the most dangerous operations for a
landscape contractor to perform. Just recently, a client of ours
decided they could handle pruning some small trees themselves.
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Opt for smaller size plants that are
easier to wedge between roots without
disturbing much. "You'll have a hard
time planting anything very large,"
Primm says. "One-gallon size plants
don't require a large hole. Ground cov ers, most often sold in four-inch pots, are
even easier to install.
Take advantage of spring sunshine
beneath deciduous trees by planting
bulbs. You can plant right over them
with shade plants to hide the foliage.

They had an employee out trimming smaller trees with a stepladder and chain saw. The person fell off the ladder and broke both
wrists. He was lucky. In another case, a landscape employee was
killed when he was struck by the tree he was trying to remove by
pulling it over with a hackhoe. Safety is an important concern for
most landscape contracting firms. Using the services of a tree care
firm that focuses on safe operations is a smart way for a landscape firm to manage risk.
Arborists often criticize landscape contractors for never "looking up" - referring to landscapers' focus on ground-plane plants.
The reverse, however, is often very true of arborists - they never
"look down to incorporate landscape and design issues into arboriculture. Magic happens when landscape contractors and
arhorists work together to bring value to a site for their clients.
Nothing is more powerful to a client than experts in their respective fields working together to solve problems and anticipate needs.
Many of our "best" clients at The Care of Trees are landscape
contracting companies. The magic occurs when there is mutual
respect between our organizations and between our salespeople

TREF CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

are planted with the understanding that

Hardscaping

they probably won't last too long. He tries

While a ring of cobblestone or boulders

to bring this point home to customers. "The

nicely edges a bed, consider how much

homeowner needs to be clear that some-

area it takes up over the roots. More risky

where down the road, the tree is going to

to trees, though, are hardscaping features

die."
While a shady spot beneath the maples

like a llagstone patio.
hui•,

W

L
The irrigation system and the walkway
were too near to this oak.

Wallace is currently trying to talk one

might seem to he the perfect spot for a

cusR)mer out of putting a patio beneath a

patio, a hanging swing might he the alter-

tree. "II you hardscape over a tree's roots,

native that allows both homeowners and

eventually it will fall over or die because

tree to comfortably co-exist.

the roots won't he able to spread.''
For example, street trees, like those set

Jacqueline Gate/v is a /rc'e/a/i( e t'riter

.S/1('

in sidewalks or along driveways, do pretty

/"o,,i It1(IV,S(I(/i11Sil'tIS.

well for a while. But Wallace notes they

v/)o/u/ence it jgaielv (° Ii1(li 0 riter.

working to deliver value to the customer. Partnerships between

ueI(o!)l('', caere-

TC I

tractor clients when you bring one onto a site with you? We

arhorists and landscape contractors are not the norm. Many land-

work very hard to give our clients .vei'era/ quality Iaiidscape con-

scape companies perform their ow ii tree care for clients and

tractors to choose from. We also assess each site and may

mistakenly position theniselves as competitors of arboricultural

recommend certain contractors that are best equipped for that

firms. In some cases, landscape contractors may not he aware of

particular site or that Client's needs. Our landscape contractor

the value of i ua Ii ty tree care and simply do not recommend those

clients are not one-size-fits-all to us, just as we are not to them.

services to their customers because they don't know what to sug-

If you want referrals and partnerships on site work, you have to

gest. In these tougher economic times it is very likely that many

give referrals as well. What YOU give is whatyou get.

contractors, in an at tempt to retain as in uch revenue as possible,

The best partnerships we have developed are those in which

will not want to include other experts like arhorists onto their sites.

both partners are integral to each others business. When val-

Our best relationships with landscape contractors have moved

ties are aligned and purpose between the firms is clear, I have

beyond a client-vendor relationship. When we are able to develop

seen our sales teams go above and beyond to serve that land-

a partnership with a firm that is built on trust and a desire to do

scape contractor. The worst relationships we have had with

right by the landscape, the tiees, and the client, everybody wins.

landscape contractors weren't relationships at all. When we are

As arhori sts, we work on landscape contractor client sites at their

treated as vendors-only by the landscape contractor, no part-

request: we serve them as our client. When we can use our exper-

nership exists, and service becomes a commodity with price the

tise on that site to bring added value, they in turn can oiler that

only issue.

value to their client. We strive to build that kind of partnership.

There has to be an alignment of values and organizational

('I ients, especially commercial ones, want a "one-stop-shop-

purpose for things to really click between the landscape con-

ping" experience, which can he misinterpreted as meaning one

tractor and the arhorist. More than anything else, we find this

company to do it all. The reality is that clients want the best val tie

happens at tile personal, one-oil-one level. Even when there

and really don't care how it is delivered. Many of our landscape

seems to he an organizational alignment, what happens on the

contractor clients sell their customers on the fact that they have a

front line, between people is what really matters. Business is

teani of experts under their u mhrel Ia ready to serve. Clients don't

still about face-to-face, one-to-one trust building.

want in u It i pIe hills and multiple contact people, but they do want

We are the tree division for many landscape contractors. With
Others, we are only brought in on specialty ohs, while routine

prolessional quality work at the best value.
When an arhori st has a strong reputation in a marketplace, it is

projects may he handled by other tree care firms. In any case,

often advantageous for landscape contractors to partner with him,

it's our responsibility to strengthen that relationship by con-

especially if trees play a big role at ptrt icu lar sites. On projects

stantly proving that our service and expertise can bring higher

where we are called in directly by a client to deal with the trees,

value to both the landscape contractor and, ultimately, to the

we in turn look to partner with a landscape contractor to handle

Client. Of course increasing value makes happier clients, which

the other landscaping requ iienients. I have not found a landscape

in turn generates more business, and that means opportunity for

contractor yet who didn't appreciate a lead br business from Out-

greater profits.

company. We look for every Opportunity to involve our landscape
contractor clients on the sites where we perform tree care.
You might ask, "Don't you offend your other landscape con-

S alt Jamieson is preci(/ent 0/ J/,e ('(j/.() ()f ifl'v in Wheeling, I/I., au/ it c/ire(tor 0/ tIle free (are Industry Assoc,aiwn.
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Understanding Lyme Disease
By Ruth I ester

L

y me disease is the most common
vector-borne illness in the United
States today. It's transmitted by a
deer tick, whose main host, ironically, is
the shy white-footed mouse. However, as
the range and population of deer has exploded, so has the incidence of ticks and
the disease they carry. In some heavily infested areas on Long Island and Nantucket,
half of the population may carry antibodies to the disease.
Arborists who work outdoors - both
in suburbia and in the brush and tall grass
at the woodland edge (a preferred deer
habitat) - are very much at risk for the
disease. Understanding the deer tick,
plus the latest medical recommendations,
can help protect you and your workers
Many people do not get very sick at
first. However, symptoms may occur
later and eventually, if untreated, the disease can become chronic and
debilitating. Fortunately it usually responds to antibiotics, but the sooner the
better.

First understand the tick
(May through July) Immature tiny

nymph ticks, the major vector,
are most infectious in spring and
early summer, especially for one
month on either side of the summer solstice (June 21). This is
the time window when the most
cases of Lyme disease occur.

II

Female Ixodes scapularis tick spreads Lyme disease.
Photos courtesy CDC/Jim Gathany

I
I
I

disease in the Sl)Fi ne
The nymph tick waits
Hose to the ground on leaf
lilter, tall grass or weeds at
height of around 2 to 3
i iiches. It attaches to shoes,
hen climbs up pants legs
o skin, often settling into
Imiry areas. The nymph is
tiny the size of a poppy
seed - a little bigger than

The nymphs are hungry for a blood
meal to complete their metamorphosis,
and the disease carrying spirochete (bacteria inside the ticks) is most virulent
during this time. Not all nymphs are infected, but about 30 percent may carry

What Do Deer Like?

48

Rarely Damaged

Poisonous or bad tasting

Barberry
Paper Birch
Common Boxwood
Russian Olive
American Holly
Drooping Leucothoe
Colorado Blue Spruce
Japanese Andromeda

Arum family (calla lily, dumbcane, caladium lily)
Nightshade (Belladonna and Solanum families)
Black Cherry, Black Locust, Laburnum trees
Euonymus, Vinca, Lantana,
Delphinium, Lily-of-the-Valley, Hyacinth
Foxglove, Monkshood, Jack-in-the-Pulpit
Laurel, Poinsettia, Oleander
Euphorbia, Hellebores
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JUNE 2003

this period. But when engorged with
blood, it swells to the size of an
appleseed. This is the most dangerous
time.
(October, November) In the fall, the
adult ticks (about 50 percent infected by

now) also are looking for another blood
meal to get the protein to make eggs (which
they lay the following year). The incidence
of disease in humans, however, is much
lower. Adults usually overwinter under
leaf litter. They may also bite in spring hut
have mostly finished by May. (Unlike the
larger dog tick, the deer tick is not attracted
to carbon dioxide exhaled by warmblooded mammals.)
By fall a brood of iiew ly hatched lar vae nymphs are also looking for it
blood meal, but most have not yet become infected, so they are 1101 as
worrisome as in spring. These nymphs
usually pick up the disease from the
white - footed mou se. in whose nest
they often spend the winter.

one's body, during this summer solstice season when they are most
virulent, the new current recommendation is to get a preventative single dose
of antibiotics. This has been shown to
lower the incidence of infection rate
from almost 10 percent to less than

Vine & brush
controlwithout
spraying.

UPM Corporation

Kills over 80 species of
invasive vines & brush
without time-consuming
prep or clean up effort.

28 Garrett Ave.
Rosemont, PA 19010
Phone: (610) 525-6561
Fax: (610) 525-6562
www. vine-x. corn

Penetrating formula n o
spraying or stem cutting
needed.

(triclopyr ester 13.6%)

To protect your workers
ye ryone shou Id always tuck their
trousers 11110 their socks to keel) the ticks
from climbing up inside the pants leg.
Also use DENT repellent, particularly on
shoes in the spring nymph season. Heavy
boots can probably he safely sprayed on
the outside With pyrethrum, which lasts
for several clays or longer. Pyretlirtirri
should never touch the skill.

I percent. If any symptoms develop
later, they iii List then be treated with at
least a 14 to 21 day course of antibiotics. But a 1 percent incidence is
better than 10 percent.
One can get Lyme disease multiple
times. There i5 110 immunity. The vac-

t
.

0-410
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2001 Ford F-550

More prevention
l ecau se t lie tick has to be attached for
more than 24 hours to transmit disease,
it's most i ni port ant to look for ticks and
I 'M for bu
e en vinir'Ie thiv. If lou id,
pill1 t lie iii off. I. se tweezers. Fry to get
near the head. Pull steadily, patiently and
continually until the tick lets go. If the
tick breaks, remove all the parts. Alcoho I does not make the in let go, hut is
useful for disinfecting the wound after
they are removed.
Deer ticks do not transmit disease
when dead. (However, the larger clog
ticks may transmit Rocky Mon ntai ii
spotted lever from bodily fluids, even
When dead.)

What's new: treatment for
high-risk regions
I an engor g ed tick is found on

Diesel, Automatic, 4 X 4, low mileage,
just traded on a 2003.
$34,950.00

ScHonoRr
Truck & Body Equipment Co
885 Harmon Ave- P.O. Bo, 23322
Columbus, Ohio 43223

We Buy Used
Chipper Trucks
(sorry, no bucket trucks)

Call Mike Cassidy for a brochure and a quote 1-800-288-0992.
Plcae circle 45 on Reader Service ( 'aid
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cine is not being manufactured any-

Facial palsy. Some people don't have

lawn because that's where the white-

more because of side effects, limited

any symptoms of illness at all.

footed mice are. So, when you step off

effectiveness and legal problems.

Recognizing Lyme

But months later, nerve pain or ar -

the lawn into the weedy brush, your

thritis may develop (especially a knee)

chance of tick bites increases by 90

which can become chronic. Three an-

percent.

tibody tests, one just newly developed,

Since the spring nymph ticks hide in

can identify whether one has con-

this weedy grass and litter, cleaning up

tracted the disease, though they don't

the yard, especially under shrubs, trees

register for the first several weeks af-

and even in ground cover will help

take three days to a few weeks to ap-

ter being bitten. Tests are most useful

lower the risks. Also, clear trash,

pear. But sometimes it may take

for late developing symptoms, particu-

leaves and woodpiles that may offer

months, even years, before symptoms

larly single joint rheumatic type, to

mouse habitat. Stone walls also harbor

develop. Active disease usually begins

help doctors determine treatment.

mice, so be aware. Mow the grass low

disease
After a tick bite, symptoms usually

to appear in July just after the Sum-

Lyme disease was described in 1975

mer Solstice. The red, ring-like rash,

as a new, unusual arthritis found in the

which slowly expands around the bite,

sailing port of Lyme, Conn. However

Though the incidence of disease is

is the most common sign. Everyone

"potato knees" had been known for quite

highest in the spring and early sum-

who gets this ring rash at this season

a while among the potato farmers in

mer, it may be transmitted in fall when

and who lives in an area of high risk

Patchogue. Long Island, located just

the larger adult ticks wait opportunis-

(see map) should see a doctor about a

across the Long Island Sound from

tically in brush for a blood meal to

course of antibiotic treatment. The

Lyme.

pass. They clutch onto deer or hikers

earlier the treatment, the more effective the control.
About 80 percent of people infected
get the tell-tale red rash. Some 10 percent may develop flu-like symptoms:
low fever, chills, headache, fatigue,
nerve and joint pains (but no cough,

until the ticks become less active in
August.

or hunters, and even dare to latch onto

What can you do for

tree workers.

homeowners to lower

shrubs that deer browse on may dis-

Cutting or removing the brush and
courage their visits and thereby help
lower tick populations. Clip shrubs

the risk?

near the house. Deer repellents are

runny nose or upset stomach). Another

What services can you sell?

5 percent may have meningitis or even

Cleanup. Ticks live on the edge of a

useful to a modest degree for protecting plants, but probably don't reduce
tick populations.
Consider planting things that deer
don't eat (poison plants) but he forewarned. Deer will acclimatize to
almost any food. It takes just one new
generation of Bambis to develop a tolerance to most toxins. Deer browsing
of any particular plant depends on
Population density, alternative food
availability and environmental factors.
No one plant is always safe under all
conditions.
Each region generally has its own
deer list. Check your local agricultural
college or Extension Service for the

The loader of choice for surface-sensitive work

recommended plants for your area. In
41

SWINGER 2000

• The value leader

• Easy to operate
• Easy to maintain

,
r

-

.

-

.
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• Optional 22 nnm
aux. hydraulics

SWINGER

Loader Division ofNMC•WOLLARD,Inc.

E-mail:
loaders@nmc-wollard.com
Web:
www.nmc-wollard.com

800-656-6867
Save time, turf and money

the meantime, here are a few poisonous plants and some other plants that
deer generally don't like.
Thanks to /) roje s's a rs Andrew
Spielman, Harvard School at Public
Health, and Dr. A//eu C. Steere, Harvard
Medical School, /r their erudition and
current into u'ination.
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Buy Direct from Manufacturer and Save!

Get Your Chipper Knives Early!
Take Advantage of this Summer Sale!

ORDER Avow
and SAVE MONIFY1

Vermeer
Model Number
BCI000
BC1220-BC1250
BCI400
BCI800-BC2000

Part No.
KCH20I09
KCH20002
KCH20II0
KCH20I03

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 9" x 4-1/2" x 5/8"......... $34.58
Single Edge 8" x 3-1/2" x 3/8"......... $24.68
Double Edge 8" x 5" x 5/8"
$35.50
Double Edge 10" x 5-1/2" x 5/8" ....... $41.40

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH4000I

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Double Edge 10-1/2" x 5" x 1/2" ....... $36.20

Part No.
KCHI0002
KCH 10004
KCHI0003
KCHIOIOI
KCH20I03
KCH3000I
KCH30002

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 3/8" ....... $21.95
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 1/2" ....... $22.95
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 1/2"......... $25.50
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4-1/2" x 1/2"
$26.95
Double Edge 10" x 5-1/2" x 5/8" ....... $41.40
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 3/8"............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8"............. $23.25

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH3000I
KCH30002

SALE Price
Knife Description & Size
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 3/8"............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8" ............. $23.25

Part No.
KCH6000I

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 4-1/4" x 2-3/8" x 1/2"... $11.50

...............

Morbark
Model Number
100, 200, 290
10, 13, 17, 2050

Brush Bandit
Model Number
Model 90
Model 90XP, 280XP
Model I00XP-250XP
Model 250XP, 254XP after'Ol
Model 1890 Intimidator
Model 1290 Drum
Model 1690 Drum

Asplundh
Model Number
Timberwolf
12" Drum
16" Drum

Mitts & Merrill
Model Number
Drum Style

*To receive this special pricing, you must use this code:

623

Offer ends June 30, 2003

All Brush Chipper Knives on sale. Call if your model is not shown.
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Keep Breathing:

This Chipper

How you can run
"clean" equipment

WODIESELM
From SOYBEANS,

IP

By Don Dale

John Hushagen, owner of Seattle Tree Preservation, proudly
displays his environmental message.

W

hat better fuel lor the green industry than a clean
and renewable one? And what better place to use
it than en vi ro-conscious Seattle? That's John
Hushagen's thinking. That's why he's converted all his dieselfueled vehicles to biodiesel. It's not an economic decision, it's
a personal decision.
"Diesel stinks. Diesel pollutes the air," says l-liishagen,
owner of Seattle Tree Preservation. Biodiesel is much cleaner,
and it suited the way he thought about the world energy situation. "The overriding notion is to think globally and work
locally."
As a result, Hushagen, who started his Tree Care IndListry
Association member company in 1987, is now using biodiesel
fuel in all of his diesel vehicles. He runs three diesel chip trucks,
a diesel bucket truck and a diesel crane truck. His company,
which primarily does residential tree pruning and removal,
switched to biodiesel last December after much thought about
how his business impacted the environment.
"It seemed the right thing to do," he points out, because not
only is diesel a heavy polluter and carcinogen, it also is part of
America's dependence on foreign petroleum products.
B iodiesel is produced domestically from agricultural products.
52

which are renewable and boost our own economy.
The fuel is basically soybean oil, a byproduct of soybean
processing. It is a straight substitute for petroleum diesel, and
Hushagen uses it in his trucks without any kind of mechanical
modification. His trucks run exactly the same, he's found.
Biodiesel looks like cooking oil and smells like linseed oil.
Instead of the black fumes prit out by diesel, hiodiesel emits a
"light blue" emission. Instead of petrochemical odor, his vehicles "smell like you're frying French fries. One problem, which he was informed of ahead of time, is
that biodiesel picks LII) particulates from the fuel tank left over
from diesel fuel and carries them into the fuel lines. This can
lead to stalling, and he had to change the fuel filters a couple
of times soon after beginning to use it in a vehicle.
"You have to change your filters regularly anyway,"
H ushagen says. He has also been Informed that biod iesel may
have more of a corrosive effect on fuel lines over time, but this
isn't certain. It's a risk he's willing to take.
All in all, he calls the switch "pal nless,' though there have
been a couple of drawbacks. One is availability. There are not
many distributors in the Seattle area, and the one Flushagen
found was all the way across town. It wasn't on the normal
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The old African proverb says
"It takes a village to raise a child."
U. I

At the TREE Fund, we say

"It takes a village to care for our
urban and community trees."

'

On behalf of the TREE. Fund and all those who benefit from properly cared for urban and community trees,
thank you to the CHAMPIONS—the VILLAGERS of 2003's Tour des Trees!
SPONSORS

SUPPORTERS

DONORS

DAVEY
BARTLETT

ARBOR CARE
ASPUJNDH CANADA
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LEWIS TREE SERVICE
PLANT HEALTH CARE
PRINTEC
SHERRILL
TAMARACK TREE SERVICE
TREELINK
TREES, INC.
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Energy and Transportation. It meets even

Although he hasn't noticed a major

the stringent California clean air stan-

impact on his bottom line because of the

dards. Recent tests by the Environmental

higher price of his fuel, lie says he has

the distributor to deliver fuel to him at

Protection Agency show that hiodiesel

begun bidding a little higher oil jobs to

his yard 011CC a week. This works out

reduces diesel particulate emissions by

make tip the cost. When bidding a job,

well, and his vehicles normally can run

47 percent, unburned hydrocarbons by

he emphasizes the environmentally con-

an entire week on that tank of fuel. If one

67 percent, and carbon monoxide by 48

scions nature of his company. He feels

runs short, he will route it past the dis-

percent.

route to most o

Seattle Tree

Preservation's jobs.
But he was able to make a deal with

For businesses interested iii piirchas-

tributor.
The other drawback is the Price.

ing hiodiesel Fuel, www.hiodiesel.org

that will eventually pay off with the Seattle market.
So does Scott Selby. His small Seattle

Biodiesel, because of its limited avail-

has a guide to buying it. It also lists dis-

company. Four Seasons Tree Care, re-

ability, costs almost a dollar more per

tributors that make the fuel available in

cently purchased its first diesel truck.

gallon than regular diesel. In April, when

all 50 states. Some petroleum distribu-

With that decision, Selby also decided to

diesel was $1.90 in Seattle, hiodiesel was

tors carry it as an alternative fuel, and a

use biodiesel fuel.

$2.85. I-Iushagen saves some of that in

handful of public pumps are available

the chipper, because he doesn't have to

around the country.

pay the 47 cents in road tax.

The U.S. and Canadian governments

"The biggest concern was the environment," Selby says. "You know, we are
in the green industry."

B i od i ese I can be produced From any

are working on legislation to reduce the

Selby says the decision was somewhat

oil product, or even animal fat, using a

PUMP price by offering tax incentives.

difficult to make, because of the extra
expense of the fuel to a small company.

process called transesterification, which

Hushagen points out that he chooses to

removes the glycerin. It can he used in

pay the higher price for environmental

But he likes the fact that the truck doesn't

any diesel engine straight tip, or blended

reasons, but he hopes to recoup some of

have that nasty diesel smell or the black

with petrol diesel. It is designated as a

that cost eventually by advertising as a

e ni is s io us.

fuel source by the U.S. Departments of

"green" company.

"We feel very strongly about doing
things that are environmentally sound," he
stresses, adding that because of the highly
educated customer he caters to, he should
eventually see returns on his use of clean
Fuel. His Yellow Pages ad and a sign on
his truck advertise his switch.
Four Season Tree Care is also getting the word out through a press
release that reads:" No one in business
these days can ignore the Fact that environmental concerns are a part of the
decision-making process of most consumers. By using biodiesel, we're
supporting a cleaner environment and

Complete

I cit ng the public know that environmental responsibility is at the core of
how we conduct our business."
For John Hushagen, hiodiesel was
the answer to a number of questions

Crane

that had nagged at him for a while.
They revolved around using a non-renewable petroleum product that not

New Ford F750
+ 225 Turbo Diesel
+ 6-Speed Trans.
+ 20-Ft. Bed
+ A/C

only made the United Slates more dependent on Foreign oil, but also has
proven to he a heavy, and dangerous,
Polluter of the environment.
"It's totally renewable, and it burns
clean." He's going to use it even if it
is more expensive. If gas prices continue their long-term rise, he will
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benefit even more.
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Order Today
www.treecareindustry.org
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3 Perimeter Road, Unit I
Manchester, NH 03103

PHDNI:

800-733-2622
603-314-5380 (outside the U.S.)

tcia@treecareindustry.org

FAX

603-314-5386

Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card

HELP WANTED

TREE CLIMBERS

Aspen and Vail Colorado

"EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY"

Ohio based firm, established since 1961, is
seeking Tree Climbers. Current driver's license a must. (CDL's and certified arborists
a plus). Competitive wage and benefit package that includes medical, dental, eye,
disability & life insurances, paid holidays and
vacation, 401(k) and profit-sharing plan,
health club membership & more. Send resume with salary history to JTO, Inc., 6011
Heisley Road, Mentor, OH 44060. Fax to:
(440) 357-8900, or call (440) 352-1900. Email: Mclark@jtoinc.com. Website is
www.jtoinc.com .

Tree and lawn care spraying and fertilizing year-round business opportunity in the
beautiful mountains of Colorado. $275K
Make that career move now! Debbie,
Buzick & Associates, Ltd. 1-877-598-0865
debsanderson @sopris.net

Washington, DC area's premier tree care
company. Now interviewing professional
Salesman/Arborist, Foreman/Climber, PHC1PM Technician, Tree Preservation
Specialist, or horticulture students with drive
for experience. We serve the National Zoo,
local universities, and thousands of exclusive properties. Excellent performance =
Excellent compensation. RTEC Treecare:
"Anything For Trees". Fax resume to 703573-7475 or admin@treestrees.com .

Mountain High Tree Service and Lawn
Care, Denver, CO

Experienced tree climbers needed. Top
pay full benefits. PHC and Lawn Techs
also needed. Come work for Denver's
leading arboricultural and Lawn Care Company. Please call (303) 232-0711 or apply
online at mhttree@pcisys.net .

11e I)avcy lice Expert (kmpany has
immediate openings in tree, shrub and lawn
(ire, grounds maintenance and vegetation
management. Weprovide on-the-job truning,
coinpetauve pay and benefits, and offer
()l)lX)rtUflltieS for advancement.

Jobs in Horticulture, Inc

www.hortjobs.com
Online & In print
1-800-428-2474. Fax: 1-800-884-5198

CHIPPER KNIVES
BUY 10 GET 2 FREE FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Jo join our
team contact:
Corporate Recruiting
'.
The Davey Tree Expert Co.'\
1500 North Mantua Street '
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE
recruiting @davey.com
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$34.50
$28.95
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TOOL CO.. INC

FAST DELIVERY
(800) 221-5452
Please circle 46 on Reader Service Card
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THE
CO.. INC

HAWAII - Tree Climbers
and Working Foremen.
Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 years'
climbing experience (which includes pruning,
shaping, rigging, take downs and removals)
and a current driver's license (a CDL license
is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be
a certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years' climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take-downs and removals), 5 years' utility line
clearance experience, experience working
with cranes, and have a current driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts
at $18 per hour but is based on experience.
Benefits include paid medical and dental insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation pay,
401(k) pension plan and a profit-sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employ ment references to:
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

www.GreenlndustryYellowPages.com
Find it. Be found. Independent Sales Reps!
Looking for a new line? Go to www.giyp.com/
newline. Sell to your existing customers!

Tree Climber needed
Tree Works E.T.C., Inc. is looking for a qualified tree care professional to become a part
of a growing team of arborists. Applicant
must meet the following criteria for consideration:
Must LOVE to climb
Must have current CDL
Certification a plus
Pay based on experience. Full benefit package. Send resume to: Tree Works ETC, Inc.,
3915 Misty Ct, Land 0 Lakes, FL 34639 or
contact us at 813-973-1931 or
treeworksetc@iol14.com .

Ira Wickes/Arborists
Rockland County-based firm since 1929
seeks qualified individuals with experience.
Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (IPM,
PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package includes 401(k) matching, advancement
opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the
Web at irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax us at
(845) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira
Wickes/Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd.,
Spring Valley, NY 10977.

Plant Health Care. Climbing Arborist.
Sales. Boston-area company of professional arborists has sales, leadership and
crew positions avail, for outstanding
indiv(s) w/min. 2 years exp. Candidates
must be committed to highest industry
stds. of safety, workmanship & cust. ser vice. Exc. wage & benefit package,
including pension (401(k)), medical, education & more. Send resume to: Lueders,
P0 Box 920279, Needham, MA 02492 or
call (508) 359-9905 or e-mail
LuedersCo@Aol.com

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN
We are looking for reliable, career-seeking
climbers/crew leaders with 2 years minimum
climbing experience and to supervise 2 to 3
crew members. Must have or be willing to
obtain CDL. $16-$20 per hour starting wage
depending on experience. Medical, dental,
paid vacation, retirement plan, profit-sharing,
and holidays. Call Pleasant View Tree Ser vice - Aric Marohn, Stillwater, MN. (651)
430-0316.
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( \Rli, the Non heast's

intist actively expanding
t rev & l irtih care company, is
seeking Certified Arborists,

Branch Managers,
PHC Managers and
PHC Techs to

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)
,lee(I .yto
ou reniei,iher for....
The O'VI. Yniiniher

We will match anyone's advertised price!
Fax 24 Hours
91 6/8S2S8OO

MC /ViSA/ DISCOVER
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WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS
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join our family.
Work territories .
in affluent areas
of NY, NJ, and
LT. Incredihie
())i( )rt t 1i it 105 to )t
gro'rh. \X"e offer hill
ivliiUiiistraI ive and iu,irket ing
oipport, state-of-the-art
ltipment, and Continuing
(L II IL;1I ion.
Call 800-427-1900,
or fax your resume to

914-576-5448, attn:
HR Manager
I 'Ieie iisIc 2 ni Redder SCI cc

Carl
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Join the VOICE of the Tree Care Industry
The Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA), formerly the NAA, is looking for a Staff
Arborist to join its highly competent, dedicated team.
You must have: excellent communication skills; minimum five years of tree care-related
field experience; Bachelor's degree in related field; experience using computers for writing, database management and desktop publishing; willingness to learn new software
applications; and, ability to organize, manage and participate in meetings and workshops.
You must he self-motivated, organized and willing to travel. Fluency in Spanish, business
skills, and superior writing skills preferred. Salaried position with great benefits.
Please e-mail your resume to tcia@treecareindustry.org . Mail to: TCIA, 3 Perimeter
Rd., Unit I, Manchester, NH 03103; Fax: (603) 314-5386.

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
1983 International S2475, 145K mi/GVW
58,000/350 Cummins/9 speed with 95
Prentice 120-C rear mountfrelestick/Joystick
controls Bypass grapples/Twin pumps and
tanks/New 24' log bunks - tires, battery, alternator, paint and suspension. Good
condition $32,500.

1999 Rayco RG120DXH stumper 340 hrs/
Like new Exc./largest power avail./Exc. Cond
- $26,500 (978) 256-0341.

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

• 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville, IN 47380 •

• Hours: Mon.-Fri, 8-5; Sat., By appt. only •

Call: 1-800-856-2064 . Ask for Chris Jones ,Fax: (765) 857-2225
www.Lewisutilitytrucks.com E-Mail: Lewisutility@jayco.net
4 Airport Pickup 4 Delivery Available 4 Finance Companies Available
Affordable Pricing for Everyone * D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

65' Hi-Ranger on 1991 GMC Topkick.
4

Trucks to Work With, Not On

NEW AND LJsI:1: ,\eri,iI Lifts
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Skyi iders. Cab & (' lisis. ('hip Trucks, Chippers, Chip Boxes.l)iiiiip/( liI))/il.ithd/1 'tIlIi\

BRAN!)
NEW

Alsoavailable: li It. iseil chip box. $850.

Allison auto. 12,000 miles on new Cat diesel engine. Purchased 12/01 from
well-maintained rental fleet; used very little
since. Under CDL weight. $45,000.
hhughes26@aol.com ; (203)874-1140; (203)
326-1685.

Factory Reconditioned & Reworked
Equipment from the leaders of chippers
& waste reduction equipment.

I
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International & Ford. II to 6
I xlra high standard bed. Also.
teiiiovahle top and sides.

Hand-fed chippers - whole tree chippers stump grinders - horizontal grinders (models from all major manufacturers) more than
100 units to choose from. For our selection
visit: www.banditchippers.com or call us at
Bandit Industries, Inc., Remus, Ml 49304. Ph:
1-800-952-0178 or (989) 561-2270.

87' -91' Aerial Lift of Conn starting at $18,000 to $22,000
Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

1994 GMC Top Kick, 52,000 mile on chasis,
Aerial Lift of Conn, AL 50, 5500 hrs on unit,
ArborTech forestry package. Owner operated since new, great shape, asking
$47,500. Ph: (978) 874-1566. Leave message.

Alexander Equipment Company

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPhRT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

We have a huge selection of used chippers,
stump grinders & tub grinders! Call Matt or
Steve for details or try our Web site at
www.alexequip.com for complete list & pictures. Financing available! We can ship
anywhere!
4728 Yender Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1400

Phone (203) 323-1131 • Fax (203) 323-3631 •www.ba, - dett.com
Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager

W

cberrios@bartlett.com
UNITED STATES
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1999 Navistar International 4700 bucket
truck - 38,000 miles, under CDL with chip
box w/LR-50 Asplundh boom, $42,500. Ask
for John (508) 428-5053.

Tree Care Equipment For Sale

TO Magazine & NAA Website
Classified Rate Card

Bucket Trucks

1984 GMC 7000 Truck w/45 ft. lift & forestry body. 1989 GMC 7000 w/45 ft. lift &
forestry body. 1988 Ford 50 ft. lift & forestry body.
All trucks are currently working & DOT inspected. Reason for selling bought new
trucks.

Members
Non-Members

1(1 Magazine
Only

Websiie Only

$55
$65

$55
$65

Website Only
4 Photo

1(1 Magazine &

65
$75

$65
$75

Wcbsitc

iC!, Website &
Photo

$75

Ads running for six consecutive months receive $51month discount.
Pricing based on 250 characters per pricing unit.

Stump cutters

Vermeer Model 630 Stump Cutter w/rebuilt
engine, less than 10 hrs. and new teeth.
Vermeer Model 1560 Stump cutter w/65 hp
Wisconsin engine, Good condition. For more
information, call 1-800-427-4890.

Hardware and software by an arborist
for the arborist. For more information

about the industry's best-selling package,
call or write Arbor Computer Systems, P0
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan@Arborcomputer.com

Rayco & Vermeer

Stump Cutter Retipping & Remanufacturing.
Rayco super tooth re-tip, only $3.95.
Rayco super tooth remanufactured, $5.95.
Vermeer pro tooth re-tip, only $2.75.
Prices include *Free return shipping on orders of 100 or more. We'll even schedule
UPS to pick up at your front door. Call us
toll free at 1-888-999-1778 for the details.
Schwab Machine Services. We Buy Used
Cutters. *Limits Apply.

TREE

0

/
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Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

For over'20 years
"'

lie .larrali All-Terrain Tree Trimmer

"'

I

!?

been safely and efficiently clearing
rid maintaining utility right-of-ways.

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings
1-800-873-3203.

Hydraulic knuckle boom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988
to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, N.J. (732) 938-5779.
www.atlanticboom.com

.

A flew all rubber track model and completely

eric li )sed Ii igh-perl ormance cab make the .Jarra if the most advanced
tree I ri in iner on the market.
Low ground pressure

75-lot cutting height

Single-person operation

Dynamic range of operat]

Simple joystick controls

'l'hree models available

moo
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Cody Wyoming
Profitable tree trimming company for sale.
Bucket truck, chipper and stump grinder,
climbing ropes and harnesses, saws, etc.
Turn Key business. Priced at $85,000 $146,000. Outright ownership or a partnership with the right person, with the ability
to buy out partnership in time. $13,000 average monthly sales over the last two
years. Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 800773-8873.

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Lucrative So California Tree Business
Live and work in private resort paradise,
low crime, excellent schools, year-round
recreation at door! Turn-key operation
with 4+ crews, office (w/land and 3br
home), crane, dump, boom, equip van,
tractors; chipper, climbing equip, saws,
etc., state contractor and timber operator license, explosive customer base, up
to $500K profit first year, asking $500K
contact HTW, Inc at (909) 754-2669 or
317-9036

PRODUCTS
& SERVICES
Florapersonnel, Inc. In our second decade
of performing confidential key employee
searches for the arboriculture industry and
allied trades worldwide. Retained basis only.
Candidate contact welcome, confidential and
always free. Florapersonnel, Inc. 1740 Lake
Markham Rd., Sanford, FL 32771 Phone:
(407) 320-8177. Fax: (407) 320-8083.
Website: www.florapersonnel.com . Email:
hortsearch@aol.com.

Tree Business For Sale
In central Jersey, sales of one million annually, Turnkey operation. Established 50
years; modern building, land, equipment
including 2 cranes. Excellent clientele.
Owner retiring. Will stay as long as
needed. Call (908) 278-3607; Fax (908)
322-6600.

ArborSoftWorx is a specialized, feature
rich suite of software products for Commer cial and Municipal! Campus Arborists,
Landscapers and Lawn Care specialists.
ArborSoftWorx enhances the productivity
of your sales force, work crews and administrative staff, while facilitating the growth
of your business and increasing your
company's profitability. Built by Award Winning Software Engineers, proudly serving
our customers throughout the U.S.A.,
Canada and Europe since 1983. Call 1800-49-ARBOR today, or visit us at:
www.ArborSoftWorx.com

ArborGold Software - Complete job
management! Phone message center,
proposals with built-in landscape CAD
designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on
site with new hand-held PCs and download to office. Call Tree Management
Systems - 1-800-933-1955, see demo at
www.turftree.com .

www.treecareindustry.org
The industry's Web site
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Palais des Congrès de Montreal
Montreal Convention Centre
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Hs -o-ü-'es dl'rh-es

Our cast of international storytellers will convene
in an enchanted land not so far away,

the romantic city of Montreal, Quebec
Join ISA and the Quebec Chapter August 2-6, 2003, in a celebration of arboriculture old and new at
the 79th ISA Conference and Trade Show, the largest gathering of professional arborists in the world.
With more than 2,500 in attendance, it not only offers the best in educational programs and 80,000
square feet of Trade Show, it is a networking opportunity second to none. Mark your calendars, prepare
your budgets, and plan your vacations now!

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE
10 The 27th International Tree Climbing Championship and Field Day.-50 of the world's best
climbers compete in this two-day event held in Parc Jean-Drapeau
ISA Outdoor Trade Show featuring equipment demonstrations on Sunday at Parc Jean-Drapeau
and expanded Trade Show hours Monday and Tuesday at Palais des Congrès Convention Centre
• Climbing demonstrations by ISA World Champions Bernd Strasser, Mark Chisholm, Ken Palmer,
and Rip Tompkins on the Trade Show Floor
• Three full days of educational sessions with specially designed tracks for commercial, municipal,
utility, and research arborists
• More than 60 educational sessions with a total of 24 ISA Certified Arborist continuing
education units available
• Welcoming Reception featuring French cuisine, circus acrobats and aerial displays
• Come early for Saturday's Tree Academy workshops on Plant Health Care by John Ball
John Lloyd and Dan Marion Producing Quality Shade Trees by Ed Gilman and
Savoir Lire l'architecture des Arbres pour Mieux les Gérer by Claude Edelin

Register by June 9, 2003, and receive an $85 early-bird discount!
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Reserve your
seat now ... for TC1 EXPO 2003
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The greatest tree care show
on earth returns in 2003 to
its grandest location — Baltimore.
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You may not recognize the
show if you haven't attended
since our last visit in 1998.
You'll find more floor demonstratioris, the best in technical training, and expert,
industry-specific business
management information
that will help you run your
company more profitably.

Don't miss the greatest tree care show on earth, TO EXPO 2003,
Nov. 13-15, in Baltimore.

Preparing your Excellence entry?
The first requirement for an Exce Ile ncein Arboriculture entry is photographs. Did you take beforeand-after pictures of any project in the past year? Do you have a project coming up in the next few
weeks that might test your expertise - if not excellence? Then you have the makings of an

Excellence in Arboriculture entry!
Every TCIA member, large or small, works on a project that could qualify in one category. Enter
your work today! Entry deadline: June 30, 2003. Call 1-800-733-2622, or go to
www.treecareindustry.org to download entry rules and forms.

Baltimore bound

-

for TCl EXPO
still available
Partners Advancing Commercial Tree Care is a program designed for
companies to offer partnerships to support and help deliver programs to
the industry.
Wan

We have room blocks at two hotels in Baltimore. Both properties are in
close proximity to the Baltimore Convention Center, approximately one
block away.
Host Hotel—
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor
11 0 South Eutaw Street
Baltimore, Maryland 2 1201
Phone: (410) 962-0202
Single/Double Occupancy: $1 69 (p/case reference TCI EXPO to

ensure the preferred role.)
Holiday Inn Baltimore Inner Harbor
301 W. Lombard Street
Baltimore, Maryland 2 1201
Phone: (410) 685-3500
Single/Double Occupancy: $135 (please reference TC1 EXPO to

A limited number of opportunities are still available for Student Career
Days at TCI EXPO. To gain visibillity and market exposure to the next
generation of industry leaders, consider becoming a PACT partner in
TCI EXPO.
We would like to thank the following companies that have already made
an investment in their future and the future of the profession:

NY

BARTLETT

BARTLETT

TREE EXPERTS
Caring for .inaeri,'a 'ii
Trees 'Gore 1507

jthecareoftrees.

5TI/IL®
A
(

ensure the pre/erre(l rotc.)
Contracted Airlines for Baltimore:
US Airways
US Airways has been selected as the primary air carrier. Special
discounts have been arranged on your air transportation. Plan ahead and
receive an additional 5% discount by ticketing
60 days or more prior to departure.
US Airways also offers exclusive negotiated
rates for attendees who are unable to meet the
restrictions of the promotional round trip fares.
Call US Airways' Group and Meeting Reservation Office toll free at 1-877-874-7687
and refer to Gold File N0. 30142788.
Southwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines has been selected as the
alternate air carrier. Southwest Airlines is
offering a 10% discount on most of it's already
low fares for air travel. You or your travel
agent my call Southwest Airlines Group and
Meetings reservations at 1-800-433-5368 and
reference ID Code D0234. Reservation sales
agents are available 7:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.
Monday Friday, or 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, Central Standard
Time.

WRIGHT
To find out how to participate as a Career Days
partner, call Sachin Mohan at (516) 625-1613.

Buckingham has developed the
Titanium Chmben to provide
strength, light weight and comfort for
total confidence while climbing.
Laboratory tests have proven the
titanium climber will provide years of
service. The benefit of titanium is it's
strong like steel, but lightweight like
aluminum, a perfect combination for
climbers. The New Replaceable Gaff
can be changed out with an Allen
wrench quickly and easily.

Benefits:
Lightest Climber available
11 0/0 lighter than aluminum

.

Climber Weight Comparison'
titanium 3 ibs., 1.8 on.
Aluminum 3 ibs 7,7 on

9900

Strong as Steel/Stronger than Aluminum
• Easy Gaff Change Out
Accepts Climber Foot Plate
Gaff Angle - 16"
Options:
- Offset or Straight Stirrup
- Long/Standard Sleeve

Available In Replaceable Pole Gaff
& Permanent Tree Gift
Replaceable Tree Gaff
Corning Soon"
Than New Buckhle
T,tjeuum Clomber has
nidossgned gaff

Buckingham Manufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 1690, Binghamton, NY 13902
(607) 773-2400 Fax: (607) 773-2425
E-Mail: sates@bucktnghammfg.com
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Investigators from the California Depart-

-

1-

ment of Insurance (CDI) Fraud Division
and the Employment Development Departa

ment (EDD) arrested a San Francisco roof -

L
I N

and booked into the San Francisco County
Jail. Bail was set at $100,000. If convicted,
Kim faces up to 13 years in prison, $250,000
in fines and $113,000 in restitution.
The investigation revealed that Kim, owner
of Noah Roofing, obtained a workers' compensation insurance policy through the State
Compensation Insurance Fund (SCIF) in
June 1998.
However, it is alleged that from

of the month

Available to members only, TCIA
has teamed up with one of the
industry's leading suppliers to save
you money and contribute to the tree
care profession.
Under the agreement, Sherrill Arborist
Supply will contribute 2.5 percent of total
ONLINE purchases (less shipping) made by
confirmed TCIA members to be applied toward dues of members who make purchases.
The company will also contribute 2.5 percent
to TCIA to be applied toward the development
of safety and educational programs for the tree
care industry.

ers' compensation premium fraud and nine

Young II Kim, 48, of Fremont, was arrested

iiL1

-------

ing contractor on three felony counts of workfelony counts of payroll tax evasion.

4,it

For Example:
If you buy $2,000 worth of products from the Sherrill Web site, you will receive a credit from
TCIA for a reduction in membership dues by $50; and TCIA receives an additional $50
royalty from the company for development of safety and educational programs. Can you think
of any reason why you wouldn't want to reduce your membership dues and contribute to
industry safety all at no additional cost to you? Neither can we.
-

April 1, 1998 through June 2000, Kim paid
cash to employees to avoid paying the proper
premium to SCIF and underreported his

Sherrill has a full line of equipment and supplies for arborists. Go online and be sure to click
the "I'm a member" box at www.wtsherrill.com to start reducing your dues payment today.
-

-

total payroll to EDD. The investigation revealed a total of $75,649 in lost premium to
SCIF; a tax audit determined that wages
paid to employees were underreported by

Volunteer position available

$175,215.
The San Francisco District Attorney's Office is prosecuting the case.

The TCIA is looking for a volunteer to serve as
the association's alternate representative on the
ANSI-accredited Standards Committee
(ASC) A300. This is the committee that
develops ANSI A300 standards for tree care
maintenance operations.

11

Stump
Cutters

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

Ift

Stump Claw Teeth

lut~~
4

Round Reversible
Pockets

This position gives ample opportunity for a
qualified individual to become a recognized
leader in the tree care industry and may lead to
advanced volunteer positions.

New SMART
Pockets

Ru. B 5,27) 345

800 421-5985
Border City Tool* Manufacturing Co.
. WARREN. MI 48089-2675
• 800/421-5985 • FAX 586/758-7829

23325 BLACKSTONE

586/758-5574

ASC A300 alternate representative

The candidate should have the following qualifications: The TCIA alternate to ASC A300
shall hold a current position as supervisor or
principal of a TCIA-member tree care company.

Please circle S on Reader Service Card
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The TCIA alternate must have the technical
training and experience to represent and
lobby for TCIA positions effectively. Professional training should meet the minimum
equivalent of a 4-year degree in arboriculture or related field plus 100 CEU's. A
minimum professional experience of five years
in commercial tree care in the field, in sales,
or in any combination of the two that equals
five years. Strong support for volunteer activities from the volunteer's employer is a
must.
Please submit resume:
Email: Rouse(u treecareindustry.org ; Fax:
(603) 314-5386; TCIA, 3 Perimeter Rd.,
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103.

Equipment needs
Do your crews have all of the equipment that
they need to perform their job safely and
efficiently? Do they make do with what they
have, cut corners, exceed equipment ratings,
or use equipment in unsafe ways? Are you so
cost conscious that you put your crews at
risk?
I can think back to the time when I had my
company when I made things extremely
unpleasant and a bit unsafe for some of my
employees. A crew and I were working out
of town on a municipal pruning contract
and didn't leave the other crew everything

By Tim Walsh

they would need. We had taken all but
one ground saw and all of the gas cans
with us. To make a long story short, the
second crew ended tip using a hand saw to
finish felling a tree. They ran out of saw gas
just after they had set up the hinge with a
bore cut, but leaving several inches of wood
on the back strap. It was, at best, inefficient,
at worst the crew was put at risk because they
didn't have the proper equipment. It was
definitely it bit more fatiguing using a hand
saw than using a chain saw.
Have you ever put your crews in this situa-

tion? Have you ever discovered your crews
didn't have enough equipment, or the right
equipment? Ever send out too few people to
finish the job? Have your crews ever seen
you "cheat" before, like using the boom of
the bucket to move a log, or using too small
a rigging line or a climbing line to pull over
a tree because you forgot the rigging line?
Spend the money and plan the job out right
before you send the crew out the door. You'll
make your crews safer and more efficient.
They will be happier and will make more
money for you, too.

WORD FROM

FMCSA revises hours
of service rules
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Ad in iii -

• The driver returns to the work reporting

istration (FMCSA) increased driving hours

location on that day, and is released from

trailer operations. For these reasons,
FMCSA has decided to drop the categories
proposed in the NPRM.

and decreased on-duty hours for drivers of

duty at that work reporting location for the

commercial vehicles in their hours-of-ser-

Previous five on-duty days;

vice" (HOS) final rule, which was released

• The driver is released from duty within

The new requirements were published in the

April 28.

16 hours after coming on duty (no additional

Monday, April 28, 2003, Federal Register.

on-duty time after 16 hours); and

Compliance with the new requirements is

The regulation includes the following provi-

• The driver only uses this exception/ex-

mandated on Jan. 4, 2004. Until that date,

sio ii s:

emption once every seven consecutive days

drivers and motor carriers must comply with

• I 1 hours of driving time following 10

(unless the driver has complied with the 34-

the standards currently in place.

consecutive hours off duty.

hour voluntary restart provision).

• No driving after 14 hours of on-duty time
(a combination of driving and all other on-

The FMCSA issued the Notice of Pro-

duty time) following 10 consecutive hours

posed Rulemaking (NPRM) for HOS three

o ff duty.

years ago. The ensuing comments from the

• The 60 hour/7 clay and 70 hour/8 clay
limits remain unchanged, but now include

spectru in of stakeholders found the proposed
11

it

driver type" categorization did not work for
multitude of reasons. The categories crc-

provision that allows a driver to restart the

it

60 or 70 hour clock after having at least 34

alec1 confusion, problems for enforcement,

consecutive hours off duty.

and (1ici not fully meet the objective of accoin-

The regulation includes a new exception for

distinction between an over-the-road truck

drivers who regularly return to their normal

driver and

work reporting location. Under this exception,

fairly broad acceptance among motor carri-

driver is allowed to accumulate I 1 hours of

ers. The agency's own research associated a

modating the diversity of the industry. The

it

it

local truck driver, however, had

driving time within 16 consecutive hours on

significant portion of the fatigued commer-

duty once every seven days, provided:

cial driver problem with long-haul, tractor-
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Ants as Bodyguards

Symbol of Eden

Tree-dwelling ants munch on other insects that are harmful to trees, right?
Carnivorous ants, scientists believe, benefit forest plants and trees by eating the
leaf-chewing insects that damage them.
According to a University of Utah
study, reported in the journal Science,
professor of biology "Dinah" Davidson
may have chewed some holes in that
commonly held theory recently. According to her 20-year long investigations in
the rainforest of Peru, the arboreal ant's
chemistry looks more like it is feeding
on plants!
And the reason for the carnivore to
herbivore classification switch is even
more startling.
The reason, she believes, is that ants
may be tending and protecting sap-sucking insects. The ants, she says, actually
protect the sap-suckers and feed off the
large honeydew sacks the sap-suckers
carry, which are filled with sap. The vast
majority of ants, the ones that are super abundant in the rainforest canopy, are
tending sap-sucking insects.
In an e-mail to the Deseret News (Salt
Lake City, Utah) from Peru, professor
Davidson said that once scientists know
that ants are feeding as herbivores, "there
are so many new and interesting questions that arise." She hopes the team's
results will "stimulate much more research."

Withers
If Adam, according to the Bible's Book
of Genesis, was the very first arborist, put
alongside the tree of life "to dress it and to
keep it," then Saddam Hussein may go
down in history as the man that finally destroyed the Garden of Eden.
That is, according to a recent Associ cited Press report, unless the U.N.
Environment Program can save it.
At the confluence of the Tigres and
Euphrates rivers, in the small town of
Qurnah in Iraq, a tree, representing the
one that Eve plucked the forbidden fruit
from, once flourished in commemoration
of the spot that Abraham is said to have
visited around 2000 BC. The spot once surrounded by lush marsh land,
dense vegetation, and myriad varieties of
trees and wildlife now sits vacant and
littered with trash and debris. On a wall
surrounding the garden, anti-American
graffiti is scrawled. During Iraq's 198088 war with Iran, the marshlands were
used by Iranian armed forces. Opponents
to Saddam and the Iraqi army hid among
the reeds, causing Saddam's government
to accelerate a land reclamation proJect
started decades earlier to drain salt waters from farmlands nearby. Dii ring the
last decade, Saddam systematically
drained all but 400 of the vast 7.000 plus
square miles of saltwater marsh here, and

STUMP CUTTER
The ti#aJ

HEAVY Dt)TY

Stump Cutter
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Solid 3/4" Shank
Shoulder Stop
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the commemorative tree, 011CC photographed by tourists on the site purported
to he the Garden of Eden, has toppled
over and now stands dry and lifeless,
propped up by a makeshift concrete base.

Water Restrictions
Create Flood of Protests
New water restrictions approved in
mid-April by the Denver Water Board
triggered a tidal wave of protest from
arborists, landscapers, sod farmers and
golf course operators, according to the
Rocky Mountain News.

GreenCO, a coalition of nine landscaperelated associations, unsuccessfully
lobbied the water board for mandatory
water-saving devices in commercial kitchens as well as more liberal time limits on
lawn irrigation systems that use rotary
sprinklers for reaching larger areas. The
board even rejected a one-month reprieve
that would allow watering of newly sodded lawns.
Under the rules, residents must limit
their lawn watering to two hours twice a
week, regardless of the size of their lots.
All irrigation control systems must he programmed to receive no more than 15
minutes per zone, regardless of the type
of sprinkler heads that are used. Golf
courses will he placed on a water budget
that cuts in half the amount they used in
2001.
GreenCO presented a Colorado State
University 2002 drought study that estimated green industry revenues had
dropped by nearly $200 million, I I ,ô00
green industry jobs were lost - a 20 perCent drop in employment.
John Gibson, director of operations for
Swingle Tree & Lawn in Denver, said an
eight-zone limit on automated sprinkler
systems, regardless of lawn size, will affect 40 percent of the company's 15,000
metro area customers.
"Now we have to go out and tell them
what part of your lawn do you want to
save and what do you want to die,"
Gibson said.
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Treeage Is My Business
(with apologies to Raymond Chandler)
B' Effi ,n Shea

F

riends of the Urban Forest is a
nonprofit organization in San
Francisco that helps citizens plant
and maintain sidewalk trees. Two-thirds
of street trees in the city must be maintained by the property owner. Treeage"
(rhymes with triage) is a program where
we cruise the mean streets, look for
young trees in trouble, and fix them.
What follows are some excerpts from the
Treeage Files
9:00 a.m. Another foggy morning. I
meet today's volunteer, Stella. She says
she is between jobs. but I don't ask too
many questions.
9:15 a.m. We roll up to a Ginkgo
bi/oha that has been hit by a car and leans
into the street - an all-too-common situation. Stella gets the stake pounder while
I grab a hammer and a fresh stake. Stake-

pounding "thunks" mix with traffic noise
and pedestrian chatter. We tie the tree to
the stake and it stands upright once
again.
The tree next to it is a case of neglect.
The screen that protected the tree when
it was younger has been left on too long.
Branches are growing through it and the
wire is now a prison. With wire cutters,
we delicately remove the screen, saving
as many branches as possible. Twenty
minutes later the tree is free. The
owner's attention for five minutes two
years ago would have made this unnecessary. We make a note in the log, leave
a door hanger on the gate, and move on.
9:50 a.m. A Brisbane box is bound to
a stake by electrical tape. Interesting.
Duct tape is the usual M.O. for tree repair on the street. At least electrical tape

L__f,60 / RELIABLE
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LI/rn Shea is the tree care coordinator
br Friends of the Urban Forest in San
Francisco. In her spare time, she reads it'av
too 111(1/li detective 170 'i'dS.
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doesn't take bark off when you remove
it. There are no cracks in the tree. Someone was just looking to attach the tree to
the stake. We decide to tie the tree
loosely, since its trunk is thickening and
the roots appear sound. I tell a guy lounging in the doorway how the tape
encourages rot, because moisture gets
trapped underneath it - like wearing a
band-aid too long. Well, he asked.
11:40 a.m. We get a tip on a leaning
.Jacaranda around the corner. The roots
do the rumba when we shake the trunk
yet the foliage is dense and lush. The
usual suspects: bad nursery stock or poor
planting practices. It bears further investigation. Meantime, we give the invalid
a new set of crutches, cut a small circling
root, put down some water, and leave a
door hanger.
12 noon. Goodbye Stella and back to
the office. The sun is shining and the sky
is such a hard blue you could knock on
it. We fixed a few trees, made a few
friends. All in a day's work.
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Do you have a story
From the Field?
TC I ui/I par $100 for published arI ic/es. Submissions become the
property of TO (111(1 are subject to
editui,ç for grainniar, style (111(1 length.
Entries lutist include the uiaune of a
('on/pan v (117(1 a (0111(1(1 person. Scud
to Tree Care Industry, 3 Perimeter
Rd., U,,ii 1, Manchester, NI-I 03103,
or Gari'in @ treecareindustrv. org.
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FLATHEAD BORERS
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jPINE BARK BEETLES, EUC. LONGHORNED BORER,
LESSER PEACH TREE BORER, DOGWOOD TWIG BORER,
BRONZE BIRCH BORER, COTTONWOOD BORER,
SYCAMORE BORER, AMERICAN PLUM BORER

Borers and Government Quarantines.
Over the past 4 years (2000, 2001, 2002, 2003).
IMIC1DE
Has been the product chosen by the USDA and the State of Washington for
the "ASIAN LONGHORNED" and the 'CITRUS LONGHORNED BEETLE"
Prevention & Eradication Programs.. Approx. 250,000 trees have been
successfully protected In New York, Chicago & Washington State.
1M1CiDE is now recommended by Michigan State University as a control for the

w
o
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INJECT.A.CIDK, IN3ECT.A.CIDE I and IHICIDE,
CHECK EACH PRODUCT LABEL FOR INSECTS CONTROLLED

"EMERALD ASH BORER".

..." GENERATION II"

S..

THE NEW ADVANCED

STILL TN

5IMpLI5T & MOST IFFICT1VI

IMICIDE MICRO-INJECTION

ICRO-It.iflCTION 5Y5TFM
TIlE LNNOVbTOR

1"01jo etf ma
800-TREES Rx
(800-873-3779)
877-TREE HLP
(877-873-3457)
(Toil free technical eui'iort Line

Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card

DEU VERY SYSTEM
LEAK PROOF
HERMETICALLY SEALED
COMPLETELY CLOSED SYSTEM
HIGHER VOLUMES (up to 20 mL)
FASTER AND EASIER TO USE
NO HIGH PRESSURE DAMAGE
NO BARK SEPERAT1ON
LESS TOOLS REQUIRED
SAFEST CAPSULE AVAILABLE TODAY
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you re trying to clean up anil restore power to 4ULJUU people
rA 1 uinr 111 Rlf%qr A RI tin InRl
V%IIien

"My crews need saws that work around the clock. So we use Echo," says Paul Forkell, General Foreman
of Wright Tree Service of Indianapolis. With Echo, count on the kind of gutsy, never-say-die performance
your toughest jobs demand—from start to finish. Echo manufactures a full line of saws from 30 cc to

80 cc, including the #1 selling top handle chain saw line in the industry. And only Echo chain saws come
with a one-year commercial warranty. "When you face the worst possible conditions, you want the best
possible saw in your guys' hands. For us, it's Echo." Visit your local dealer to see the full line of Echo

chain saws.
11
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Ask Any Pro!
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